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Abstract
Genetic information of organisms and microorganisms has become readily accessible due
to advances in genomic sequencing and bioinformatic technology. Despite these advances, there
are numerous organisms with genome sequences that have yet to be annotated. Many of these
genome sequences require manual annotation, which can uncover hypothetical protein-coding
genes. Through the use of publicly available online bioinformatics tools, such as BLAST, TCOFFEE, TMHMM, SignalP, Phobius, and PSORTb, the functions of hypothetical proteincoding genes can be predicted from primary amino acid sequences. Two clusters of properties
that aid in determining and predicting the hypothetical genes involve sequence similarity and
protein localization. The bioinformatic programs can identify properties such as protein families,
conserved domains, signal peptides, and transmembrane regions that belong to the respective
clusters. This research project aims to predict the functions of five unannotated hypothetical
protein-coding genes in the genome of the bacterium Coxiella burnetii. The genes,
BMW92_RS10760, BMW92_RS10830, BMW92_RS10835, BMW92_RS10840,
BMW92_RS10855, were annotated, analyzed, and had predicted functions of coding proteins.
The specific proteins that were predicted to code from the selected genes were
uroporphyrinogen-III synthase, pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase, pyridoxal phosphatedependent enzyme, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, and aspartate carbamoyltransferase,
respectively. The predicted functions of the hypothetical protein-coding genes provide insight
into the proteome of C. burnetii. Ultimately, the proposed gene annotations must be validated
through molecular cloning and biochemical methods to determine if these proteins expressed by
C. burnetii are accurate in expression and predicted functions by bioinformatic standards.

xi

Introduction
Whether simple or complex, every living organism is made of a basic unit of life—the
cell. With every cell that makes up a living organism, there resides a genetic code that exists in
genes contained in chromosomes. The genetic code is a blueprint fundamental to life itself. It
contains the genetic information necessary for heredity, development, and phenotype. This
genetic code is encoded and organized as Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) in every cell nucleus
(Klug et al. 2015). However, it was not until 1944 when Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and
Maclyn McCarty, researchers at the Rockefeller Institute in New York, published experiments
showing that DNA was the carrier of genetic information in bacteria (Tortora et al. 2018).
This discovery later formed the framework of the structure of DNA. DNA is a long,
ladder-like macromolecule that twists to form a double helix. Each linear strand of the helix is
made up of subunits called nucleotides (Klug et al. 2015). The nucleotide subunit comprises
three components: deoxyribose sugar, phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base. In DNA, there
are four different nucleotides, each with a unique nitrogenous base, abbreviated A (adenine), G
(guanine), T (thymine), and C (cytosine). These four distinct nitrogenous bases are arranged in
various sequence combinations held together by weak chemical bonds, called hydrogen bonds,
between each base pair along a phosphate deoxyribose backbone (Klug et al. 2015). The two
strands of the double helix of DNA are exact complements of one another; thus, adenine (A)
always bonds with its complementary base pair thymine (T), and guanine (G) bonds with its
complementary base pair cytosine (C) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Summary of the structure of DNA, illustrating the arrangement of the double
helix (on the left) and the chemical components making up each strand (on the right). The
dotted lines on the right represent the hydrogen bonds holding together the two strands of
the DNA helix along a phosphate deoxyribose backbone (Klug et al. 2015).

Another type of nucleic acid, ribose nucleic acid (RNA), is chemically similar to DNA
but differs in three distinct ways. RNA contains ribose rather than deoxyribose, contains the
nitrogenous base uracil (U) in place of thymine (T), and is generally a single-stranded molecule
(Klug et al. 2015). As a result of generally being single-stranded, RNA does not have hydrogen
bonds between the nucleotides but still contains a phosphate pentose sugar backbone that holds
together the single strand (Klug et al. 2015). RNA has an arrangement of various sequence
combinations of nucleotides that contain genetic information that can potentially turn into a
functional gene product. The functional gene products, most often proteins, have the potential for
enormous diversity, which are critical components of all cells and organisms. These genetic
codes, organized and encoded in DNA, start gene expression, and serve as the core of all living
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organisms. The genetic information carried by the nucleic acids can be transcribed into RNA and
then translated into functional gene products, stated by the central dogma of biology (Klug et al.
2015).

Transcription of DNA to RNA
The central dogma of biology begins with the conversion of DNA into RNA. This
conversion occurs through the process of transcription, which is a biological process of
replication. To protect the genetic code, the cell organizes and contains original copies of the
DNA within the cell's nucleus. This serves as biological protection of the genetic code from
damage, degradation, or mutations that could highly occur in the cell's cytoplasm (Klug et al.
2015). Without an original genetic code, no template strand would be available to be transcribed
into RNA, and consequently, no functional gene product translated. Thus, the nucleus of a cell
houses all DNA and provides a library of many genetic codes that can be copied and turned into
functional gene products.
There is a sequence of enzymes that must work together for transcription to take place
inside the nucleus. The first sequence of events is the initiation steps. Prokaryotic transcription
begins when the initial binding is established when the RNA polymerase σ subunit recognizes
specific DNA sequences known as promoters. The promoters are located upstream of the initial
transcription of a gene. Enzymes move along the DNA until it encounters a promoter region and
binds. The promoter regions consist of known consensus sequences, which are homologous in
different genes of the same organism or in multiple genes of closely related organisms (Klug et
al. 2015). Two consensus sequences found in many bacterial promoters are "TATAAT" and
"TTGACA" which are found upstream of the transcriptional start site (Klug et al. 2015). Once
the RNA polymerase σ subunit has bound to the promoter, the DNA double helix is converted
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into an open structure accessible for the enzyme. Initiation of RNA synthesis begins when 5’ribonucleoside trisphosphates, which complement the template strand nucleotides, are inserted.
Subsequent ribonucleotide complements are inserted and linked together by phosphodiester
bonds. This process continues in a 5' to 3' direction whereby DNA and RNA chains run
antiparallel to one another.
Upon insertion of the initial eight base-pair ribonucleotides, the RNA polymerase σ
subunit dissociates from the holoenzyme attached to the open DNA structure, which commences
the elongation step of transcription. The core polymerase enzyme traverses the gene's entirety as
the RNA chain grows in size with each newly added base until a termination sequence is read.
Termination is dependent on the termination sequence, which causes the newly synthesized RNA
transcript to fold in a secondary hairpin structure that stops termination; however, in some cases,
termination is dependent on a specific termination factor—rho (ρ) —which physically blocks the
growing RNA transcript from elongating (Klug et al. 2015). The RNA transcript, which is
precisely complementary to the DNA sequence, is released from the enzyme, and termination of
transcription is achieved when the core polymerase enzyme dissociates. The newly synthesized
RNA molecule will have matching A, T, G, C nitrogenous bases, except every T base is replaced
with U (Klug et al. 2015). This transcriptional process has generated an RNA transcript further
capable of turning into a gene product and allows the RNA transcript to begin the next stage—
translation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The process of transcription. Step (a) outlines the components assembled for
transcription; step (b) outlines the template binding and initiation step; step (c) outlines dissociation
of the σ subunit and RNA chain elongation step as the core polymerase enzyme transverse the open
DNA structure. The final product of transcription being an RNA transcript capable of entering into
the next process of translation (Klug et al. 2015).

Translation of RNA to Protein
Translation is the final step that completes the central dogma of biology. Translation is
converting RNA products, generated earlier through transcription, into functional gene
products—proteins (Klug et al. 2015). Translation ends with the production of protein; however,
the translation process occurs differently across organisms. In prokaryotic cells, the synthesized
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mRNA does not require transportation to the cytoplasm to begin (Klug et al. 2015). Translation
for prokaryotic cells can occur immediately after the mRNA is generated from transcription in
the cytoplasm due to the lack of membrane-bound organelles.
The process of translation follows three designated steps. The first step of initiation
commences when the organelles necessary for translation are gathered and assembled (Klug et
al. 2015). Ribosomes are composed of two subunits; a small (30S) and large (50S) subunit
combined to form a functional and active ribosome (Tortora et al. 2018). The assembled
ribosome generates three sites within itself—the aminoacyl (A), peptidyl (P), and the exit (E)
sites. This first step requires the use of transfer RNA (tRNA), a small RNA molecule needed to
decode and carry amino acids to the ribosomes, to be recruited. The tRNA cannot act alone in
this step as this molecule requires a ribosomal binding site (RBS), which signals for the ribosome
to bind and facilitate translation (Tortora et al. 2018). This specific ribosomal binding site, the
Shine-Dalgarno sequence AGGAGGU, is found only in prokaryotes and originates upstream of
the translation initiation codon AUG (Tortora et al. 2018). The initiation step ends with the
complete assembly of the ribosomal unit and the recruitment of specialized proteins and RNA
molecules needed for successful binding in the subsequent translational steps.
The second step of translation is elongation. During this step, the mRNA will move
through the ribosome to be decoded and translated into a polypeptide chain. The ribosome reads
the mRNA molecule in base pairs of three, known as codons (Klug et al. 2015). The mRNA
molecule binds at the ribosome's A site with a start codon—AUG—present on the mRNA. After
being read at the A site, the mRNA shifts to the P site where a tRNA molecule deciphers the
codon and carries a corresponding amino acid associated explicitly to that codon to be linked to
the amino acid present on the tRNA in the A site by a peptide bond (Klug et al. 2015). After the
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amino acid has been attached by the tRNA, the mRNA moves to the E site where both the
uncharged tRNA and mRNA are released from the large ribosomal subunit (Klug et al. 2015).
Elongation is repeated as the mRNA-tRNA-amino acid chain complex is translocated by a
distance of three nucleotides in the direction of the P site. The growing polypeptide chain is
elongated with each additional amino acid added as the mRNA is translocated three nucleotides
through the ribosome.
This process repeatedly continues with a growing amino acid chain until one of three stop
codons is recognized, which begins the termination step. Once the stop codon is recognized, it
signals for the action of a GTP-dependent release factor. This action stimulates the hydrolysis of
the polypeptide from the peptidyl tRNA, leading to its release from the ribosomal complex and
the ribosomal complex's dissociation into two subunits (Figure 3) (Klug et al. 2015).

Figure 3: Termination of the process of translation (Klug et al. 2015).
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The mRNA transcript is released, charged tRNA is released, and the end of translation
results in a polypeptide that folds into native 3-D conformation of protein. This final process of
translation of the genetic code completes the central dogma of biology (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Central dogma of Biology (Klug et al. 2015).

After completing translation, the remaining product is a chain of amino acids—
polymer—held together by peptide bonds (Lehninger et al. 2013). The uniqueness of every
amino acid sequence is rooted in the genetic code. Despite the genetic code being made up of
only four nucleotides—A, G, T, C—there is great diversity in each amino acid sequence
attributed to the availability of 20 different amino acids. This diversity can be attributed to
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numerous combinations of codons and the genetic code's degeneracy (Lehninger et al. 2013).
With 64 possible codon combinations, the genetic code's degeneracy is depicted with a number
of those codon combinations coding for the same amino acid. For example, the codons AGC and
AGU have a different nucleotide in the third position yet still code for the same amino acid.
Every amino acid sequence differs by the amino acids that make up the polypeptide chain. This
is dependent on the arrangement of codons and ultimately determined by the sequence of DNA.
The redundancy of the genetic code and the numerous arrangements of nucleotides give rise to
diverse amino acid sequences and distinct structural protein products essential for living.

Protein Structure
Proteins, composed of varied lengths of amino acids, are essential for many biological
processes. The diversity of proteins can be depicted by the different combinations of the possible
amino acids. Every amino acid contains a carboxyl (-COOH), hydrogen atom (-H), amine (NH2), and variable (R) functional group, specific to each amino acid, bonded to a central carbon
atom (Figure 5).

Figure 5: General structure of an amino acid (Lehninger et al. 2013).
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There are 20 different amino acids available to make a chain; the combinations can be found
with 20n, where n is equal to the number of amino acids in a chain (Lehninger et al. 2013). The
combination of proteins exponentially increases with every addition of an amino acid.
The functionality of proteins can be attributed to the different levels and orders of folding
and structure. The versatility of proteins occurs as a result of the three-dimensional arrangement
of the amino acid monomers, which are the building blocks of proteins. Proteins differ in the
number and the type of amino acids within their chain. The qualities and characteristics—acidity,
basicity, hydrophobicity, and hydrophilicity—of amino acids are primarily determined from the
(R) functional group and interact highly with other linked amino acids (Lehninger et al. 2013).
As a result of these interactions, proteins can be organized into a conceptual hierarchy described
by levels of complexity. The four levels of protein structure are commonly defined as primary,
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures.
The primary structure of a protein is the overall determinate of a protein’s conformation
and function (Lehninger et al. 2013). The primary structure is the linear amino acid sequence
produced after translation. The secondary structure of a protein is synthesized through the
interactions between amino acid side chains, which give rise to common patterns that turn, coil,
and fold into alpha-helices and B-pleated sheets (Lehninger et al. 2013). The tertiary structure of
a protein is the furthering of previous folding, turning, and coiling that involves the R-groups and
backbones of the amino acids. This gives rise to distinct three-dimensional globular shapes held
together by intermolecular forces such as, ionic interactions, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic
forces, ionic bonds, disulfide bonds, and metallic bonds (Lehninger et al. 2013). The fourth level
of protein structure is the quaternary structure. This structure develops when one or more folded
proteins interact to form a complex. The components of that complex can involve multiple
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identical copies or different polypeptide chains. The various levels of structures of proteins lead
to the versatility and functionality within cells (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Levels of structure in proteins. (Lehninger et al. 2013).

Gene Regulation
At any point during the production of a functional gene product, there can be numerous
regulations regarding that specific gene. Although gene regulation differs in each organism, the
commonality is that gene expression is regulated to some degree in every organism. This
regulation of gene expression allows certain protein products, whether involved in essential
functions of the cell or metabolic pathways, to be produced at a higher or lower frequency
dependent on the needs of the cell.
Regulation of gene expression has been studied in cellular activities such as replication,
recombination, cell division, and DNA repair (Klug et al. 2015). One of the main benefits of
gene regulation is that it allows prokaryotes to adapt to the environment. Specific regulation
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allows prokaryotes to produce certain enzymes only when specific chemical substrates are
present; these enzymes are known as inducible enzymes. In contrast, some enzymes are
produced continuously, regardless of the environment's chemical makeup, which are known as
constitutive enzymes (Klug et al. 2015). Furthermore, two systems govern gene regulation. The
first system is a repressible system whereby the presence of a specific molecule inhibits gene
expression. The second system is an inducible system whereby the presence of a specific
molecule stimulates gene expression (Klug et al. 2015). These two systems are governed by
either negative or positive control or a combination of both controls. Genetic expression occurs
unless it is shut off by some form of a regulator molecule under negative control. In contrast,
under positive control, transcription occurs only if a regulator molecule directly stimulates RNA
production (Klug et al. 2015).
Notable gene regulators in prokaryotes occur during transcription. For instance, cis-acting
elements and trans-acting elements, molecules that bind next to the gene itself or across from the
gene, respectively, can promote or repress the binding of RNA polymerases to promoters (Klug
et al. 2015). Promoters further display the variability of gene expression that is tightly regulated
in prokaryotic cells; strong promoters and weak promoters can regulate the initiation time of
transcription from one to two seconds to as little as once every 10 to 20 minutes (Klug et al.
2015). Genes regulation even occurs at the termination process for transcription. When a unique
sequence of nucleotides is encountered, the secondary hairpin structure causes the newly formed
transcript to fold back on itself; thus, terminating transcription, which can prevent further
processing of the transcript and gene expression (Klug et al. 2015).
When examining translation, gene regulation has a major role for successful production
gene product. During elongation, the assembled prokaryotic ribosome has two subunits set in
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place to regulate gene expression. The small subunit decodes the codons in the mRNA, while the
role of the large subunit is peptide-bond synthesis (Klug et al. 2015). This process regulates
proper gene expression by minimizing the observable error rate to about 10-4, as a result,
incorrect amino acids insertion will occur only once in every 20 polypeptides of an average
length of 500 amino acids (Klug et al. 2015).
Gene regulation has been studied in cellular activities such as replication, recombination,
cell division, and DNA repair (Klug et al. 2015). As seen in some bacteria, there are clusters of
genes that encode proteins with related functions that are regulated and expressed as a unit.
These regions of clustered genes are known as operons. The operon region of a bacterial gene
comprises the promoter region, operator region, and adjacent structural genes that are transcribed
(Figure 7). This region's importance involves the binding of transcription factors at the promoter
or operator regions, which can repress or promote transcription of these genes. The operon
region invokes a series of molecular interactions between proteins, inducers, and repressors that
aids in regulating genes (Klug et al. 2015).

Figure 7: The operon model. Components and general structure of an operon consists
of the regulatory region, structural genes, and operon region (Klug et al. 2015).
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The frequency of gene expression varies greatly due to the importance and demand of
each gene’s function. For instance, a number of operons lack gene regulation due to how
necessary those genes products are to the cell. Regulation of gene expression is often linked to
the metabolic needs of the cell in which the gene products are necessary for the survival of the
cell. The frequency of gene expression can be modified by gene regulation of the cell (Klug et al.
2015). As a result, the evolutionary selection of specific genes occurs to promote the frequency
of favored gene products that can increase the likelihood of survival of the organism. Thus,
certain genes are highly conserved over many generations due to their importance and
necessity.

Evolutionary Selection
Conservation of genes over many generations occurs through evolutionary selection and
adaptation. Many genes in various organisms look almost identical. The reason for that can be
attributed to microbial evolution which keeps genes that are necessary for survival, homeostasis,
and functioning while discarding genes that are not as critically needed (Brock et al. 2017).
These prioritized genes are highly conserved, or saved, over periods of time to be passed on from
one generation to the next. This microbial evolution process is not able to happen spontaneously.
It is a long process that is driven by mutations and other heritable changes that accumulate in the
genetic code (Tortora et al. 2018). As DNA is replicated, new copies of the gene are created and
passed down to each succeeding generation. The offspring of an organism typically receives an
exact copy of the gene. Occasionally, there are mistakes, referred to as mutations, that alter the
DNA sequence of the gene (Brock et al. 2017). If the mutations that are accumulated are not
repaired, then it creates the opportunity for nonidentical genes to be passed to the progeny.
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The evolutionary process begins here whereby mutations of the DNA sequences are
repeatedly passed from one generation to the next. Since the gene is altered and is not identical,
the organisms are considered two different organisms as a result of the mutations accumulated
(Tortora et al. 2018). Although mutations can alter the DNA sequence, not all mutations are the
same. Neutral mutations have no effect on the function of the gene or the organism carrying it;
whereas, beneficial mutations improve the function of the gene or benefits the organism that
carries it. In some instances, mutations are detrimental and worsens or removes the function of
the gene which can greatly impede the function, fitness, and survival of the organism carrying it
(Brock et al. 2017). Regardless of the mutation type, the new mutant organism will reproduce
and begin developing a lineage distinguished from the parent with the original gene copy.
Over time, many original and mutant copies of the organism will develop. Evolutionary
trees are developed to outline and display the lineage of genes passing from one generation to the
next whereby lineages can acquire their own additional mutations that are distinct from the
original gene (Brock et al. 2017). The more mutations that are acquired, the farther the two
lineages will appear on an evolutionary tree (Brock et al. 2017). Despite the selected gene of
interest looking almost identical to the parental gene, each mutant lineage and gene carries a
unique mutational signature.
The longer the gene has had the opportunity to accrue change, the more distinguished the
resulting genes will be from the ancestral genes. As each mutation is passed on, a new lineage is
produced which can be depicted with family and evolutionary trees. As a result, related families
of genes share much in common, yet each have distinguishable mutations. As time progresses,
changes to the genetic code can eventually develop genes that are related but have entirely
different functions from the previous ancestral genes (Brock et al. 2017). Mutations to the genes
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that are beneficial, improve fitness, and increases survival of the organism remain conserved
over many generations. Many organisms do not survive or pass on their genes which effectively
removes those mutations and gene lineages from the population, clearly displaying the process of
evolutionary selection (Tortora et al. 2018).
Evolutionary selection can be examined not only with selected genes or the genetic code,
but it can also be seen when examining proteins. Proteins function by folding into particular
shapes, structures, and conformations with specific chemical properties that allow them to bind
to and interact with the things they work on (Lehninger et al. 2013). These shapes are often
found in localized regions of the folded protein called domains. These domains play an important
role as they are responsible for particular functions or sub-functions of the protein. Domains are
modular and have the ability to combine with other domains to produce an entirely unique
function from a stand-alone domain (Lehninger et al. 2013). Over time, proteins with similar
function will be related and have similar domains to those in the same lineage (Brock et al.
2017). The combination of modular domains allows for new functions to be assimilated, thereby
developing some domains to become critical for functioning and survival. These domains remain
conserved and used to build other proteins with high priority; thus, displaying the adaptational
process (Brock et al. 2017).
Organisms obtain these variant genes and domains that can potentially increase their
fitness and likelihood of survival. Just as gene regulation can increase the frequency of a desired
gene, evolutionary selection aids organisms by selecting genes that will benefit the organism
most (Brock et al. 2017). Particular genes and domains that are beneficial are often highly
conserved throughout generations to maintain this adaptational and evolutionary advantage.
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Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics is a specialized field of information technology defined as the storage,
retrieval, and analysis of biochemical and biological data generated from genomics and
proteomics, usually in the form of DNA and amino acid sequences (Klug et al. 2015). This
expanding field of bioinformatics began with an international effort to sequence the human
genome. This project, known as the Human Genome Project, began in 1990 and was completed
by 2003 (Klug et al. 2015). The completion of the Human Genome Project, bioinformatics
software, and hardware for processing nucleic acid sequences, protein sequences, and geneinteraction networks has prompted many scientists to derive nucleotide sequences of organism
genomes.
Emerging technology has allowed for the genetic code that instructs life in all organisms
to be read and understood. Many of the databases and bioinformatics programs focus on
manipulating and analyzing DNA and RNA sequences. There is a wide range of bioinformatics
tools and databases at the publics’ disposal via the Internet. Through the use of proteomics, the
study of all proteins expressed in a cell or tissue, information regarding protein-coding genes and
non-coding genes can be stored in databases and give insight into the genetic makeup of living
organisms (Klug et al. 2015). The use of bioinformatics opens the possibility of understanding
how gene regulation and evolutionary selection of genes occurs. For annotated sequences, this
data collected can then be stored and gives way to understanding what possible fates are
available for specific genetic codes and the normal or variant genes that can arise from those
genetic codes (Klug et al. 2015). This information can direct further investigation of unknown
genomes.
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As research continues, many model organisms and viruses continue to have their
genomes sequenced. As of 2013, over 4300 whole genomes have been sequenced (Klug et al.
2015). These studies have demonstrated many similarities between genomes of nearly all
species. Each genetic relationship expands the understanding of the evolutionary selection of
similar gene sets used by organisms for essential cellular functions, such as DNA replication,
transcription, and translation.
Comparative genomics is a subfield that has developed out of the many bioinformatic
studies. This field compares the genomes of different organisms to answer questions about
genetics and other aspects of biology through gene discovery and the development of model
organisms (Klug et al. 2015). These practical applications' importance is the research that can be
conducted to study human diseases, genome evolution, and relationships between organisms and
environments. Comparative genomics uses a wide range of techniques and resources, revealing
genetic differences and similarities between organisms (Klug et al. 2015). These similarities and
differences provide data that can be stored while providing insight into how these differences
contribute to differences in life cycle, evolutionary selection, gene expression, and survival
(Klug et al. 2015).
Early genome projects have focused on prokaryotes since most prokaryotes have small
genomes. Many of the prokaryotic genomes that have already been sequence can be traced to
causing many human diseases (Klug et al. 2015). Bioinformatics has opened the availability and
flood of genomic information regarding prokaryotic genomes. For example, many bacteria have
been identified to have a single, circular chromosome; however, there is substantial variation in
chromosome organization and number among bacterial species (Klug et al. 2015). Identification
of bacterial genomes composed of linear DNA molecules, two circular chromosomes, or more
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than two chromosomes has significantly increased as the software and hardware of bioinformatic
program tools advances. Despite all the unknown answers, bioinformatics serves as a tool to
provide insight regarding prokaryotic genomes, which can detrimentally interact with eukaryotic
genomes, as seen with many human diseases such as cholera, tuberculosis, and leprosy (Klug et
al. 2015).
There are many unknowns regarding genomes sequences of organisms. Genomics,
proteomics, and bioinformatics have already proven to be valuable for identifying members of
multigene families. These multigene families are groups of genes that share similar but not
identical DNA sequences through duplication and descent from a single ancestral gene (Klug et
al. 2015). These fields of study have provided a solid foundation for future research and studies
regarding the organization of protein-coding genes in bacteria. Two generalizations, established
by previous genome projects, are that gene density is extremely high in bacterial genomes and
bacterial genomes contain operons (Klug et al. 2015). This means that many prokaryotic
genomes have tightly packed genes; thus, a high proportion of the DNA serves as coding DNA.
Despite the popularity and advancement in biotechnology, there is still a lack of research
conducted to study, annotate, and analyze unknown genomic and proteomic data. This can be
attributed to the vastness of the genetic codes in every organism and the limited number of
trained scientists able to analyze genetic codes successfully. However, each genome classified,
sequenced, and analyzed can be stored in genomic libraries and retrieved through databases.
Through the use of these database programs, it allows for comparative analysis between
organisms’ genetic codes, genomes, and proteomes. As the genomic libraries expand, organisms
with genomes waiting to be sequenced can be compared and assessed to previously sequenced
organisms stored in database programs.
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A variety of database programs were used in this research which were organized through
Genomics Educational National Initiative – Annotation Collaboration Toolkit, GENI-ACT. Each
program investigated a distinct aspect regarding the genetic sequence selected. Aspects that were
investigated during the research included protein localization, sequence similarity, and
phylogeny. Protein localization involved the use of programs SignalP, LipoP, TMHMM, BOMP,
PSORTb, and Phobius (GENIACT n.d.). Sequence similarity involved the use of BLASTp,
CDD, MUSCLE, T-COFFEE, and WebLogo (GENI-ACT n.d.).
The expanding field of bioinformatics has provided an understanding of the molecular
basis for hundreds of genetic disorders, therapeutic products, and many living organisms' genetic
codes. The advancement of technology has accelerated the rate at which a genome can be
sequenced and analyzed. Thus, organisms of different species can easily be studied for data
regarding harmful genetic sequences and therapeutic products that can be manipulated from
these genetic sequences. A microorganism of interest that is being researched for the treatment of
similar ricket zoonosis diseases and is the causative pathogen of Query (Q) fever is the bacteria
Coxiella burnetii.

Coxiella burnetii
Coxiella burnetii, an obligate gram-negative bacterium, is the etiologic agent of Query
(Q) fever (Gürtler et al. 2014). This highly infectious bacterium is a zoonosis recognized by the
World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as a dangerous
pathogenic agent and potential biological weapon. This bacterium has displayed an ability to
infect numerous species ranging from arthropods to mammals (Coleman et al. 2004). However,
the main reservoirs of C. burnetii has been traced to sheep, goats, cattle, and livestock which are
typically infected by ticks and the feces of ticks—the sources of infection (Angelakis and Raoult
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2010). The primary mode of transmission for C. burnetti involves contact or inhalation of
aerosolized infectious particles and droplets or consumption of raw milk products from infected
organisms (Coleman et al. 2004).
Knowledge of the pathogen has increased significantly due to the distribution worldwide
of Q fever. Currently, there are more than 30 genotypes of C. burnetii that have been
distinguished by genome analysis (Eldin et al. 2016). C. burnetii is part of the family of
Coxiellaceae bacteria and is phylogenetically related to Legionellae spp, Francisella tularensis,
Rickettsiella spp, and many Gammaproteobacteria (Eldin et al. 2016). Development of a
phylogenetic tree for C. burnetii has displayed the diversity of the 30 genotypes which can be
regarded as mutations within co-circulating Coxiella strains.
C. burnetii possesses a small circular chromosome of approximately 5 million base pairs.
Despite a relatively small number of base pairs, sixteen incomplete genomes have yet to be
analyzed or studied (Minnick and Raghavan 2011). Dependent on the host system, C. burnetii
can replicate differently in the cells of the host species because of synthesis of the bacterium’s
lipopolysaccharide. This lipopolysaccharide is the main component of this bacterium's cell wall,
which aids in protection from immune systems and is essential for the bacterium’s virulence
(Minnick and Raghavan 2011). However, the chemical composition and molecular heterogeneity
of the lipopolysaccharides in C. burnetii is distinct from the lipopolysaccharides seen in other
gram-negative bacteria. Chemical and immunological characterizations of lipopolysaccharides
concluded that the lipopolysaccharides from C. burnetii have a structural variation similar to the
smooth-to-rough mutational variation of saccharide chain length seen in specific gram-negative
bacteria species (Amano and Williams 1984).
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Figure 8: Parasitophorous vacuole of Coxiella burnetii. Phase-contrast micrograph
showing a synchronously infected Vero cell monolayer at four days post infection of
Coxiella burnetii (Minnick and Raghavan 2011).

Two important characteristics of C. burnetii are the environmental stability and virulence
of the bacteria. Firstly, the environmental stability can be attributed to the genome which codes
for proteins used in the adaptation of stressful environments. Unlike other bacteria within the
Rickettsia group, C. burnetii is highly resistant to adverse physical and chemical agents which
allows it to not be limited in host or geographical distribution (Woldehiwet 2004). Secondly, the
virulence of C. burnetii corresponds to the biphasic development and spore-like particles. This
bacterium will often trigger phagolysosomes vacuoles in the host, but C. burnetii has been found
to code buffering proteins for acidic environments (Minnick and Raghavan 2011). Some
evidence has even suggested the intracellular survival of C. burnetii can be attributed to the
impairments and undermining abilities of the bacteria on macrophage functions and T-cell
responses (Akporiaye et al. 1983). It appears the acidic pH activates C. burnetii metabolism and
initiates replication of the organism. Furthermore, there has been identification of sodium-proton
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exchangers and transporters for osmoprotectants coded by the genome of this bacterium to help
relive osmotic pressure and oxidative stress (Coleman et al. 2004).
The biphasic development cycle occurs through the alternation between phase one and
phase two (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Biphasic developmental cycle. Biphasic cycle can be considered a
developmental network in which two forms simply alternate into each other
(Robertson et al. 2014).

This biphasic development has revealed the presence of an extreme pleomorphism of C. burnetii.
During the developmental cycle, two morphological cell types, large cell variant (LCV) and
small cell variant (SCV), mature with distinct internal structures. The SCV has an outer
membrane that is wider and more prominent than that of the LCV (McCaul and Williams 1981).
Complex internal membranous intrusions originate from the cytoplasmic membrane in the SCV
while the LCV harbors no extensive membranous system. Furthermore, LCVs contained dense
bodies in the periplasmic space which resembles an endospore (McCaul and Williams 1981).
Overall, the morphogenesis of C. burnetii is comparable to cellular differentiation of endospore
formation, which consist of a vegetative and sporogenic differentiation period (McCaul and
Williams 1981).
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The spore-like particles of C. burnetii is morphologically similar to endospores of other
bacteria species but has distinct properties. One property being the ability to remain infectious
for up to 40 months under very unfavorable external conditions (Woldehiwet 2004). The
organism’s ability to grow and multiply within phagolysosomes and its propensity to establish
persistent infection displays many cellular immunity troubles. Morphogenesis and development
of C. burnetii is typically reliant on specific environmental conditions that can drive the
developmental process (Minnick and Raghavan 2011). With the ability of C. burnetii to survive
in low pH (~5) of phagocytic vacuoles, the response to develop has been attributed to the
depletion of critical metabolites such as amino acids which is known to regulate proper
prokaryotic development (Woldehiwet 2004).
Phase one is extremely virulent and contagious, which correlates to C. burnetii having a
SCV morphological cell type as the genome appears to have homologues of sporulation genes
and physical properties for environmental transmission (Cole et al. 2004). In contrast, phase two
displays low virulence but can persist in non-immunocompetent host system which correlates
with the LCV morphological type (Coleman et al. 2004).
The obligate intracellular nature of C. burnetii imposes considerable experimental
limitations that can impede the progress in understanding the organism’s morphogenesis,
genome, and proteome. Numerous researchers have encountered the inability to propagate
obligate intracellular pathogens like C. burnetii under axenic (host cell-free) culture conditions
(Omsland et al. 2009). However, recent studies and advances has led to the understanding of C.
burnetii replicating exclusively in acidified, lysosome-like vacuoles (Omsland et al. 2009).
Successful studies involved axenic cultivation of C. burnetii which furthered the understanding
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of the organism’s pathogenesis, genetics, and development of Q fever preventatives that can be
developed from other obligate intracellular pathogens (Omsland et al. 2009).
The cellular and molecular biology of C. burnetii remains largely undefined. With a vast
majority of the genome unexplored and unsequenced, it leaves room for understanding this
bacteria's gene expression and protein interaction. As more of the genome is annotated,
sequenced, and analyzed, more information regarding this bacterium can be used for potential
therapeutic products or help understand other similar intracellular obligate prokaryotes that can
be harmful to other organisms. This bioinformatic research involved the annotation and data
collection of five protein-coding genes of Coxiella burnetii. The five protein-coding genes had
data collected, analyzed, and annotated regarding the gene’s sequence similarity, protein
localization, structure, conserved domains, and phylogenetic relationships.
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Materials and Methods
Basic Information
Basic microbial genomic information of the genes of interest were gathered and recorded.
This information was obtained through GENI-ACT databases. The information gathered and
recorded included the gene of interest, genome, replicon, locus, old locus tag, products, DNA
length, protein length, start and end position of gene, genomic coordinates, nucleotide sequence,
amino acid sequence, and isoelectric point of amino acid sequence.

Sequence Similarity
BLAST
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST) server was opened. The Web BLAST section was expanded and the
Protein BLAST, “BLASTp”, was selected. The amino acid sequence was converted to FASTA
format. FASTA format included the character “>” entered without any spacing prior to the gene
of interest followed directly by the entire amino acid sequence underneath on the next line. The
amino acid sequence was entered in the “Query Sequence” box in FASTA format and the
database “Non-redundant protein sequences (nr)” was selected. The “SwissProt” option was
deselected to prevent the limited searches and results regarding genomes manually annotated.
The BLAST algorithm parameters were unchanged and set for normal search parameters. The
BLAST was then processed, and the results page loaded sequences ranked in similarities of
highest similarity to lowest similarity. The result output provided the description of the similar
proteins as well as their expected value (e-value). The e-value produced depicted the statistical
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significance between the search results outputted. Any e-values greater than e-5 were deselected
and excluded from the search results. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that
were not identical species to the target gene and bacterium were selected. Information of the ten
BLAST sequences selected were recorded. The information recorded included the organism
name, protein name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and
percent gap. A graphic summary was generated from the ten sequences selected which displayed
distribution of the top BLAST hits of the ten sequences in relation to the query sequence.
Alignment scores were generated in conjunction of the graphic summary detailing the degree of
alignment amongst the ten sequences selected.

CDD
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) of the NCBI was used to identify potential
protein domains through the comparison of multiple sequence alignments among domains and
full-length proteins. The CDD was automatically ran in parallel with the NCBI BLAST search.
The CDD search generated a list of domain hits, which match to protein families such as
TigrFam, Cluster of Orthologous Genes (COG), and Pfam. The matches were organized from
most conserved to least conserved genes across different organisms and received a corresponding
e-value similar to that seen in the BLASTp search. Only domain hits with an e-value less than e-5
were selected. Information regarding the list of domain hits, name of matches, accession codes,
e-values, conserved domain lengths, query sequences conserved, and descriptions of the domain
hits were recorded.

MUSCLE
The MUltiple Sequence Comparison by Log Expectation (MUSCLE) software program
was used to generate multiple sequence alignments.
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From the BLASTp output, ten sequences were selected by clicking “select all” to uncheck all
sequences, and then ten sequences from organisms different than the target organism, C.
burnetii, with e-values less than e-5 were chosen. The selected genes were converted to FASTA
format by clicking “download” and then “FASTA (complete sequence)” and used to generate a
multiple sequence alignment. The FASTA alignment sequences that were downloaded were
edited. The gene that was being investigated was put into the beginning line of FASTA with the
corresponding amino acid sequence directly below. The FASTA sequences were edited further
by placing the name of the organism after the “>” character. The title was composed of an
abbreviated version of the organisms genus and species with no spacing between the bracket
character and the organism name such as, “>C.burnetii”. After the FASTA sequences were
edited, the program MUSCLE from EMBL-EBI was loaded. The FASTA format of all ten input
sequences were entered into the MUSCLE input box and the output format was selected as
“ClustalW”, then the task was submitted. The generated multiple sequence alignments were
recorded. Additionally, the “Phylogenetic Tree” tab was selected which displayed the
neighboring-joining tree without distance corrections. The phylogenetic tree had two options to
display branch length. The “Cladogram” and “Real” branch lengths were selected separately and
recorded separately.

T-COFFEE
The Tree-based Consistency Objective Function For alignment Evaluation (T-COFFEE)
program from EMBL-EBI was loaded and used in conjunction with the MUSCLE software
program. The edited FASTA sequences used in the MUSCLE were entered into the T-COFFEE
input box. The sequences were submitted, and the generated multiple sequences alignments were
recorded. The “Phylogenetic Tree” tab was selected and generated the phylogenetic tree of the
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sequences entered from the FASTA sequence. The phylogenetic tree had two options to display
branch length. The “Cladogram” and “Real” branch lengths were selected separately and
recorded separately.

WEBLOGO
WebLogo was a program used to design and create sequence logos from multiple
sequence alignments. The sequence logos provided graphical representation of how often each
amino acid or nucleotide was found at a particular position. The WebLogo Version 2.8.2
program, created by the Computational Genomics Research Group from the University of
California Berkeley, was loaded. The CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment generated by
MUSCLE and T-COFEE were copied and uploaded into the input box. The parameters and
options of the sequence logo were altered under the “Image Format & Size” and “Advanced
Logo Options” tabs. The image format was changed from “PNG (bitmap)” to “PDF (vector).” In
the “Advanced Logo Options,” the “Sequence Type” was selected for amino acid and the
“Multiline Logo (symbols per Line)” was selected for 32. After the parameters were set, the
“Create Logo” was selected to produce the sequence logo. The results were recorded and
analyzed for sequence similarity of conserved amino acid residues across different organisms.

Protein Localization
SIGNALP
The SignalP 5.0 Server developed by the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis (CBS)
was loaded and used to predict the presence of signal peptides and the location of cleavage sites
in proteins from Archaea, Gram-positive Bacteria, Gram-negative Bacteria, and Eukarya. The
amino acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was inserted into the submission box in
FASTA format. The parameters of the search in the software program were changed. The
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“Organism group” that was selected was “Gram-negative,” which was indicative of Gramnegative Bacteria. The “Output format” was selected as “Long output.” After the parameters
were selected, the job was submitted. The generated output plot graph and the summary
prediction of protein types and cleavage sites were recorded.

LIPOP
The LipoP 1.0 server developed by Denmark Technical University (DTU) Bioinformatics
was loaded and used to produce predictions of lipoproteins and discriminates between
lipoprotein signal peptides, other signal peptides, and n-terminal membrane helices in Gramnegative bacteria. The amino acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was inserted into the
submission box in FASTA format. The “Output format” was then selected for “Extensive, with
graphics.” The job was submitted after the parameters were set. The result output and the
indicated cleavage sites scores, SpI, SpII, TMH, CYT, CleavI, and CleavII values were recorded.

TMHMM
The TMHMM Server v. 2.0 developed by DTU Bioinformatics was loaded and used to
predict the presence of transmembrane helices in proteins. The server was loaded and the amino
acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was inserted into the submission box in FASTA
format. The “Output format” was then selected for “Extensive, with graphics.” The parameters
were set, and the job was submitted in the server. The outputted graphical image, length of
amino acid, number of predicted transmembrane helices, and protein location were all recorded.

BOMP
The beta-barrel outer membrane predicter (BOMP) program from the Computational
Biology Unit (CBU) was loaded and used to predict the presence or absence of beta-barrel
integral outer membrane proteins. The amino acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was
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inserted into the submission box in FASTA format. The parameter regarding the “E-Value” of
the search was adjusted and selected as “1-5.” After the parameter of the job was set, the job was
submitted in the server. The generated output BOMP result was recorded.

PSORTB
The PSORTb v. 3.0.2 software program developed by Simon Fraser University was
loaded and used for the prediction of bacterial protein subcellular localization. The search
parameters of the program were selected for the specific organism being researched. The
“organism type” was selected as “Bacteria.” The “Gram stain” was selected as “Negative.” The
“Output format” was selected as “Normal” and the “Show results” was selected as “Via the
web.” The amino acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was inserted into the submission
box in FASTA format and the job was submitted. The generated output resulted in an outcome
table of three parts. Those three parts were the analysis report, localization scores, and final
prediction location scores which were all recorded.

PHOBIUS
The Phobius software program developed by the Stockholm Bioinformatics Centre (SBC)
was loaded and used as a combined transmembrane topology and single peptide predictor. The
amino acid sequence for the desired gene of interest was inserted into the submission box in
FASTA format and the job was submitted. The generated graphical result and the prediction
results of signal peptide, cytoplasmic region, non-cytoplasmic region, and transmembrane
domains located along the amino acid sequence were all recorded.
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Results
The hypothetical protein-coding genes of Coxiella burnetii BMW92_RS10760,
BMW92_RS10830, BMW92_RS10835, BMW92_RS10840, BMW92_RS10855 were
individually retrieved and analyzed with the use of bioinformatics software programs, databases,
servers, and tools. As stated in the materials and methods section, the information that was
retrieved and analyzed was recorded in the following sequence: basic information, sequence
similarity, and protein localization.

BMW92_RS10760
The first gene, BMW92_RS10760, was analyzed using bioinformatic technology. Table 1
below contains the provided data regarding basic information. A protein isoelectric point
calculator was used to determine the isoelectric point of the protein, protein length, and the
number and prevalence of each amino acid that makes up the protein (Figure 10). The BLASTp
search tool produced 100 matches ranked from highest sequence similarity to lowest sequence
similarity. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that were not identical species to
Coxiella burnetii were selected. The information recorded included the organism name, protein
name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and percent gap.
The highest ranked match to the BMW92_RS10760 gene was uroporphyrinogen-III synthase
[Methylomarinum vadi] (Figure 11). The remaining nine matches to the BMW92_RS10760 gene
all had a function as uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (Figure 12-20). The CDD identified four
potential protein domains hits conserved (Figure 21). Each of the domain hits conserved and
identified by the CDD belong to the HemD superfamily which spans from 8-267 amino acids in
reference to the query sequence. The protein classification identified by the CDD was
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uroporphyrinogen-III synthase. Each of the four domain hits were recorded of the sequence
similarity to the query sequence (Figure 22). The MUSCLE program generated a multiple
sequence alignment (MSA); each amino acid in the sequence was assigned a distinct color to
distinguish the amino acids being compared (Figure 23). The MUSCLE program generated two
phylogenetic trees using the multiple sequence alignment data (Figure 23 and 25). The T-COFEE
program generated another multiple sequence alignment to further confirm sequence similarity
depicted by MUSCLE MSA (Figure 27). The T-COFFEE program generated two phylogenetic
trees using the multiple sequence alignment data (Figure 28 and 29). WebLogo constructed a
sequence logo graphical illustration of the amino acid residues of the gene BMW92_RS10760;
each of the letter’s heights produced correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue
across similar sequences (Figure 26 & 30). Protein localization results included SignalP, LipoP,
TMHMM, BOMP, PSORTb, and Phobius. The SignalP graphical illustration identified that there
is no presence of a signal peptide (Figure 31). The LipoP resulted in the highest scoring class
being the cytoplasmic protein class (Figure 32). The TMHMM test resulted in a graphical
illustration, statistics, and a list of the predicted transmembrane helices and the predicted location
of the intervening loop regions. The TMHMM test resulted and displayed that the whole
sequence contains no transmembrane helices and that the majority of the amino acid residues
have a high probability of being located outside of the membrane (Figure 32). The BOMP test
result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane proteins (Figure 34). The
PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no internal helices, motifs, or signal
peptides; the localization scores calculated the predictable location of the protein to be unknown
(Figure 35). The Phobius resulted in a graphical illustration that identified no transmembrane
helices and classified the protein as non-cytoplasmic (Figure 36).
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Basic Information
Table 1: Gene BMW92_RS10760 basic information

Genome

Replicon

Locus Tag

Old Locus Tag

Coxiella burnetii

NZ_CP018005

BMW92_RS10760

BMW92_10395

Genomic
Coordinates

Products

Length

Start and End
Position

1952532..1953338

uroporphyrinogen-III
synthase

807 / 268

1952532 - 1953338

Molecular
Weight

Average
Isoelectric Point

IPC Protein

Protein Length

29687.39284 Da

9.36

8.491

271 amino acids

Nucleotide Sequence

Amino Acid Sequence

atggaaaatgaatccttaaaaaataaaaccatcatgatcactcg
ccctgaatggcagggagaattattaaaaaaagccattgaacgt
aggggcggcgccgttattttatttccaacccttattataaaaccaa
ttaataaatgcaactactcgcccttcgcatccgcaagttttccacc
ttcccgcgaaagcgggagtccggatgataaaatgactaaggct
ggatttctgaattcaagcgacatcctcatttttctaagtgcaaatg
ctgtaaaacattctcctattttaaattttaaagcggaacaaaaatta
gttgctattggcacaggtaccgccgcggctttatttcaacgcgg
actttctgttgatgccgttcccgaacatttcagtagtgaaggcctt
ttagatttgcctttactccatcaggtgactggaaaaacaattgcta
ttttttgcggcgaaaactctcgcccttatttagaaaacgaacttat
ccatcgcggcgcaaatgtattctccattattacttaccgacgaga
aagacctgtcgtcaataaaaaaacgattgacgcactcactcacc
aaacgcttcatgcaattgtctccactagcgccgaaagcctccaa
aatctctgcaccttattcgaatcacaccaacactggttacaccgt
atcccgctcgttgtcattagcaaaagaatggaaaacttagcaaa
atctcaagggttccacttggtgcttctagcagacaatcctggag
aaaaggctattataaaggttttatccactaaatatccgagttaa

MENESLKNKTIMITRPEWQGELLKKAIER
RGGAVILFPTLIIKPINKCNYSPFASASFPP
SRESGSPDDKMTKAGFLNSSDILIFLSANA
VKHSPILNFKAEQKLVAIGTGTAAALFQR
GLSVDAVPEHFSSEGLLDLPLLHQVTGKT
IAIFCGENSRPYLENELIHRGANVFSIITYR
RERPVVNKKTIDALTHQTLHAIVSTSAES
LQNLCTLFESHQHWLHRIPLVVISKRMEN
LAKSQGFHLVLLADNPGEKAIIKVLSTKY
PS
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Figure 10: Protein isoelectric point calculator. The number and prevalence of
each amino acid in the protein coded from the BMW92_RS10760 gene of
Coxiella burnetii (Kozlowski, Biology Direct, <http://isoelectric.org/>).
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Sequence Similarity
BLAST

Figure 11: BLAST first match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism
Methylomarinum vadi with an e-value of 1e-38, 35% identity, 51% positives, 9% gaps
(dissimilarity), and an identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 12: BLAST second match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylomarinum
psychrotolerans with an e-value of 2e-37, 37% identity, 49% positives, 11% gaps (dissimilarity), and
an identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 13: BLAST third match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylomarinum
methanica with an e-value of 3e-36, 36% identity, 53% positives, 11% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 14: BLAST fourth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Gammaproteobacteria
bacterium with an e-value of 7e-35, 36% identity, 51% positives, 9% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 15: BLAST fifth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylobacter
tundripaludum with an e-value of 9e-34, 35% identity, 49% positives, 11% gaps (dissimilarity), and
an identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 16: BLAST sixth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylobacter
luteus with an e-value of 4e-32, 33% identity, 49% positives, 6% gaps (dissimilarity), and an identity
of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 17: BLAST seventh match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Thiohalophilus
thiocyanatoxydans with an e-value of 6e-31, 34% identity, 47% positives, 11% gaps (dissimilarity),
and an identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 18: BLAST eighth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Thiothrix nivea
with an e-value of 3e-30, 32% identity, 49% positives, 12% gaps (dissimilarity), and an identity of
uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 19: BLAST ninth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylobacter
oryzae with an e-value of 3e-30, 33% identity, 49% positives, 12% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 20: BLAST tenth match for BMW92_RS10760 sequence from organism Methylomonas
lenta with an e-value of 8e-30, 36% identity, 49% positives, 11% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of uroporphyrinogen-III synthase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 21: BLAST graphic summary with alignment scores of the top 10 organism sequences
similarities selected aligned with Coxiella burnetii query sequence of gene BMW92_RS10760.
Each of the alignment sequences selected are ordered from highest sequence similarity (top) to
lowest sequence similarity (bottom). All organism sequences aligned with the query sequence
have an alignment score of 80-200 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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CDD

Figure 22: Conserved Domain Database output results for gene BMW92_RS10760. The top
domain hit match was HemD: Uroporphyrinogen-III synthase which aligned with the query
sequence from amino acid residues 11-262 and had statistically significant e-value of 2.24e-55.
The second domain hit match was HemD: Uroporphyrinogen-III synthase which aligned with the
query sequence from amino acid residues 9-262 and had a statistically significant e-value of
7.02e-46. The third domain hit match was hemD: uroporphyrinogen-III synthase which aligned
with the query sequence from amino acid residues 8-267 and had a statistically significant evalue of 6.22e-41. The last domain hit match was HEM4: Uroporphyrinogen-III synthase which
aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 23-260 and had a statistically
significant e-value of 8.77e-37 ((BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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MUSCLE
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Figure 23: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: G. bacterium, C. burnetii, M. methanica, M. lenta, M. vadi, M. psychrotolerans, M.
luteus, M. tundripaludum, M. oryzae, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans. Amino acids are
represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid
(MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 24: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: G. bacterium, C. burnetii, M. methanica, M. lenta, M. vadi, M. psychrotolerans, M.
luteus, M. tundripaludum, M. oryzae, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans. The numbers followed
behind each organism displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a
common ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 25: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organisms
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: G. bacterium, C. burnetii, M. methanica, M. lenta, M. vadi, M. psychrotolerans, M.
luteus, M. tundripaludum, M. oryzae, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans. The numbers followed
behind each organism displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a
common ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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MUSCLE Sequence Logo
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Figure 26: Sequence logo generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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T-COFEE
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Figure 27: T-COFEE multiple sequence alignment for Coxiella burnetii gene
BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism sequences
were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity originated. Organism
sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, G.
bacterium, M. lenta, M. luteus, M. methanica, M. oryzae, M. psychrotolerans, M. tundripaludum,
M. vadi, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans. Amino acids are represented by single letter
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abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 28: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, G.
bacterium, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans, M. vadi, M. lenta, M. methanica, M. luteus, M.
oryzae, M. tundripaludum, M. psychrotolerans. The numbers followed behind each organism
displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared
between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 29: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, G.
bacterium, T. nivea, T. thiocyanatoxydans, M. vadi, M. lenta, M. methanica, M. luteus, M.
oryzae, M. tundripaludum, M. psychrotolerans. The numbers followed behind each organism
displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared
between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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T-COFFEE Sequence Logo
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Figure 30: Sequence logo generated from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10760 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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Protein Localization
SIGNALP
SignalP-5.0 prediction (Gram-negative): Sequence
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Protein sequence

Figure 31: SignalP 5.0 prediction (Gram-negative) for gene BMW92_RS10760 of Coxiella
burnetii. The SP (Sec/SPI), TAT (Tat/SPI), LIPO (Sec/SPII), and CS probability scores indicate
that this protein is not a signal peptide. The program calculated an 89.32% chance that this
protein has another protein classification that is not related to similar function and type as signal
peptides (SignalP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ >).
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LIPOP

Figure 32: LipoP 1.0 was unable to generate a plot graph due to there being less than four
predicted putative cleavage sites. The best localization prediction resulted in the highest scoring
class being the cytoplasmic protein class (LipoP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/LipoP/>).
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TMHMM

TMHMM posterior probabilities for WEBSEQUENCE
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Figure 33: TMHMM posterior probability displayed a line graph that predicts the localization
of the protein coded from BMW92_RS10760 as entirely outside the membrane. The red line,
representative of the protein being located in the transmembrane, was 0% probability. This is
indicative of the protein not being located within the transmembrane. The blue line,
representative of the protein being located inside the membrane, was at 0.10 (0.10% probability).
This is indicative of the protein being localized inside of the membrane highly unlikely. The
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magenta line, representative of the protein being located outside the membrane, was at 0.90
(90% probability). This is indicative of the protein being localized outside of the membrane as
highly likely (TMHMM, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/ >).
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BOMP

Figure 34: The BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane
proteins for gene BMW92_RS10760 (BOMP, <http://services.cbu.uib.no/tools/bomp>).
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PSORTb

Figure 35: The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no internal helices,
motifs, or signal peptides. The PSORTb localization scores resulted in a 2.0 value for every
location (cytoplasmic, cytoplasmic membrane, periplasmic, outer membrane). The calculated
localization scores for gene BMW92_RS10760 resulted in the predictable location of the protein
to be unknown (PSORTb, <https://www.psort.org/psortb/ >).
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Phobius

Figure 36: The Phobius posterior probability line graph generated for gene BMW92_RS10760
resulted in a calculated prediction that the whole sequence contains no membrane helices. The
grey line, representative of the predicted transmembrane helices location, was less than 0.02
(0.02%) posterior probability. The green line, representative of the predicted cytoplasmic
transmembrane helices location, was around 0.25 (25%) posterior probability. The blue line,
representative of the predicted non-cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around
0.75 (75%) posterior probability. The red line, representative of the presence or absence of a
signal peptide, was 0.00 (0%) posterior probability (Phobius, <http://phobius.sbc.su.se>).
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BMW92_RS10830
The second gene, BMW92_RS10830, was analyzed using bioinformatic technology.
Table 2 below contains the provided data regarding basic information. A protein isoelectric point
calculator was used to determine the isoelectric point of the protein, protein length, and the
number and prevalence of each amino acid that makes up the protein (Figure 31). The BLASTp
search tool produced 100 matches ranked from highest sequence similarity to lowest sequence
similarity. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that were not identical species to
Coxiella burnetii were selected. The information recorded included the organism name, protein
name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and percent gap.
The highest ranked match to the BMW92_RS10830 gene was pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase
[Coxiella mudrowiae] (Figure 38). The remaining nine matches to the BMW92_RS10830 gene
all had a function as pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (Figures 39-47) The CDD identified five
potential protein domains hits conserved (Figure 48). Four of the domain hits conserved and
identified by the CDD belong to the ProC superfamily, PRK11880 superfamily, P5CR dimer
superfamily, or proC superfamily. Specific domain hits involved the PRK11880, ProC, and proC
superfamilies. One domain hit conserved and identified as a non-specific domain hit was the
NADP-binding-Glutamyl-tRNA-reductase, which is part of the NADB Rossman superfamily and
further included in the ProC superfamily. The protein classification identified by the CDD was
pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase. Four of the domain hits sequences were aligned with the
query sequence based off the amino acids that are highly conserved between both sequences
(Figures 50-53). The MUSCLE program generated a multiple sequence alignment (MSA); each
amino acid in the sequence was assigned a distinct color to distinguish the amino acids being
compared (Figure 54). The MUSCLE program generated two phylogenetic trees using the
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multiple sequence alignments to further confirm sequence similarity. The results displayed the
numbers followed behind each organism at the end of each leaf node which displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii. The use of a phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 55) and real
phylogenetic tree (Figure 56) provided further understanding of the relatedness of common
ancestors and organism sequences that are conserved. Each of the letter’s heights produced
correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar sequences. WebLogo
produced a sequence logo that was generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments
of Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected (Figure 57). Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct
colors for each respective amino acid. Each of the single letter amino acid abbreviation’s heights
correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar sequences. The TCOFEE program generated another multiple sequence alignment to further confirm sequence
similarity depicted with in the MUSCLE MSA (Figure 58). The T-COFFEE program generated
two phylogenetic trees, phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 59) and real phylogenetic tree (Figure
60), using the multiple sequence alignment which displayed the genetic proximity and similarity
between Coxiella burnetii and selected organisms from the BLASTp search. WebLogo
constructed a sequence logo from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected to
further display sequence similarity and conservation of sequences. Each of the single letter
amino acid abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue
across similar sequences (Figure 61). Protein localization results included SignalP, LipoP,
TMHMM, BOMP, PSORTb, and Phobius. The SignalP graphical illustration identified that there
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is a small probability of a signal peptide present from amino acids 1-26 and no presence of a
signal peptide for the remainder of the protein sequence (Figure 62). The LipoP resulted in the
highest scoring class being the cytoplasmic protein class (Figure 63). The TMHMM test resulted
in a graphical illustration, statistics, and a list of the predicted transmembrane helices and the
predicted location of the intervening loop regions. The TMHMM test resulted and displayed that
the whole sequence is highly unlikely to contain any transmembrane helices and that the majority
of the protein has a high probability of being located outside of the membrane (Figure 64). The
BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane proteins (Figure
65). The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal helices,
motifs, or signal peptides; the localization scores calculated the predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (Figure 66). The Phobius test resulted in a line graphical illustration
that identified a low probability of transmembrane helices localized in the cytoplasm and a high
probability of cytoplasmic transmembrane helices present; the overall result calculated by
Phobius resulted in the entire protein sequence as non-cytoplasmic (Figure 67).
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Basic Information
Table 2: Gene BMW92_RS10830 basic information

Genome

Replicon

Locus Tag

Old Locus Tag

Coxiella burnetii

NZ_CP018005

BMW92_RS10830

BMW92_10460

Genomic
Coordinates

Products

Length

Start and End
Position

1964091..1964915

pyrroline-5carboxylate reductase

825 / 274

1964091 - 1964915

Molecular
Weight

Average
Isoelectric Point

IPC Protein

Protein Length

29422.01664 Da

6.217

6.04

273 amino acids

Nucleotide Sequence

Amino Acid Sequence

atgaatacttccaatattacttttatcggcggcgggaatatggcg
cgcaatatcgtggtaggattaattgccaacggctacgaccctaa
ccgtatttgtgttactaatcgaagtttagataaattagatttctttaa
ggaaaagtgtggagtccatactactcaagataatcgtcaagga
gctttgaacgctgatgtggttgtgttagccgttaaacctcatcaaa
ttaaaatggtttgcgaggaattaaaagatattttaagcgaaacga
aaattcttgtaatttccttagcagtaggcgttaccacaccgctcat
tgaaaaatggttaggcaaggcttcacgtattgtgcgtgctatgcc
caatacaccttcctcggtaagagccggtgctacaggtttatttgc
aaacgagactgtggataaagaccaaaaaaatctagcggaatc
gattatgcgtgcggtggggttggtcatttgggtttcgtctgagga
ccaaattgaaaaaatagctgcactttcgggctcgggccctgctt
atatttttttaattatggaggcacttcaggaggccgcagagcaatt
aggtttaacgaaggaaacagcggaattgcttacggaacaaaca
gttttgggcgcggctcgtatggcacttgaaacggaacaaagtgt
agtacaattgcgtcaatttgtaacgtcgccaggtggcaccacgg
agcaagcgatcaaagtattggaatcaggaaaccttcgtgaatta
tttattaaagcgttaacagccgcggttaatcgcgctaaagagtta
tcgaaaacggtagaccaatga

MNTSNITFIGGGNMARNIVVGLIANGYDP
NRICVTNRSLDKLDFFKEKCGVHTTQDN
RQGALNADVVVLAVKPHQIKMVCEELK
DILSETKILVISLAVGVTTPLIEKWLGKAS
RIVRAMPNTPSSVRAGATGLFANETVKD
QKNLAESIMRAVGLVIWVSSEDQIEKIAA
LSGSGPAYIFLIMEALQEAAEQLGLTKET
AELLTEQTVLGARMALETEQSVVQLRQF
VTSPGGTTEQAIKVLESGNLRELFIKALTA
AVNRAKELSKTVDQ
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Figure 37: Protein isoelectric point calculator. The number and prevalence of
each amino acid in the protein coded from the BMW92_RS10830 gene of
Coxiella burnetii (Kozlowski, Biology Direct, <http://isoelectric.org/>).
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Sequence Similarity
BLAST

Figure 38: BLAST first match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Coxiella
mudrowiae with an e-value of 8e-135, 71% identity, 83% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 39: BLAST second match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Thioalbus
denitrificans with an e-value of 3e-93, 52% identity, 71% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 40: BLAST third match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Nitrosococcus
halophilus with an e-value of 2e-91, 51% identity, 70% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 41: BLAST fourth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Alkalilimnicola
ehrlichii with an e-value of 2e-91, 51% identity, 68% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 42: BLAST fifth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Alkalispirillum
mobile with an e-value of 7e-90, 50% identity, 67% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 43: BLAST sixth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Chromatiales
bacterium with an e-value of 9e-90, 50% identity, 70% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 44: BLAST seventh match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Nitrococcus
mobilis with an e-value of 9e-90, 54% identity, 69% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 45: BLAST eighth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Nitrosococcus
watsonii with an e-value of 5e-89, 50% identity, 70% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 46: BLAST ninth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Halobacteria
archaeon with an e-value of 2e-88, 51% identity, 67% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 47: BLAST tenth match for BMW92_RS10830 sequence from organism Aquicella lusitana
with an e-value of 9e-88, 52% identity, 69% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an identity of
pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 48: BLAST graphic summary of the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected
aligned with Coxiella burnetii query sequence of gene BMW92_RS10830. Each of the alignment
sequences selected are order from highest sequence similarity (top) to lowest sequence similarity
(bottom). All organism sequences aligned with the query sequence have an alignment score of
greater than 200 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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CDD

Figure 49: Conserved Domain Database output results for gene BMW92_RS10830. The top
domain hit match was PRK11880: pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase which aligned with the
query sequence from amino acid residues 5-270 and had statistically significant e-value of 3.34e117. The second domain hit match was ProC: Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase which aligned
with the query sequence from amino acid residues 3-271 and had a statistically significant evalue of 8.09e-100. The third domain hit match was proC: pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase
which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 24-267 and had a statistically
significant e-value of 7.34e-83. The fourth domain hit match was P5CR dimer: pyrroline-5carboxylate reductase which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 164-268
and had a statistically significant e-value of 1.85e-44. The last domain hit match was
NAD_bind_Glutamyl_tRNA_reduct: NADP-binding domain of glutamyl-tRNA reductase which
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aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 5-99 and had a statistically nonsignificant e-value of 5.13e-04 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 50: The top domain hit sequence PRK11880: pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase aligned
with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 5270 and had statistically significant e-value of 3.34e-117 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 51: The second domain hit sequence ProC: Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase aligned
with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 3271 and had statistically significant e-value of 8.09e-100 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 52: The third domain hit sequence proC: pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase aligned with
the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 24-267
and had statistically significant e-value of 7.34e-83 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 53: The fourth domain hit sequence P5CR dimer: pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase
aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino
acids 164-268 and had statistically significant e-value of 1.85e-44. (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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MUSCLE
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Figure 54: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, A. lusitana, N. mobilis, A. ehrlichii, A. mobile, T.
denitrificans, N. halophilus, N. watsonii, C. bacterium, H. archaeon. Amino acids are
represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid
(MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 55: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, C.
mudrowiae, A. lusitana, N. mobilis, A. ehrlichii, A. mobile, T. denitrificans, N. halophilus, N.
watsonii, C. bacterium, H. archaeon. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 56: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organisms
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, C.
mudrowiae, A. lusitana, N. mobilis, A. ehrlichii, A. mobile, T. denitrificans, N. halophilus, N.
watsonii, C. bacterium, H. archaeon. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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MUSCLE Sequence Logo
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Figure 57: Sequence logo generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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T-COFFEE
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Figure 58: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
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originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: A. ehrlichii, A. lusitana, A. mobile, C. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, H.
archaeon, N. halophilus, N. mobilis, N. watsonii, T. denitrificans. Amino acids are represented
by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 59: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. ehrlichii, A.
mobile, N. mobilis, C. bacterium, H. archaeon, A. lusitana, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, N.
halophilus, N. watsonii, T. denitrificans. The numbers followed behind each organism displays
the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between
the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 60: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. ehrlichii, A.
mobile, N. mobilis, C. bacterium, H. archaeon, A. lusitana, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, N.
halophilus, N. watsonii, T. denitrificans. The numbers followed behind each organism displays
the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between
the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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T-COFFEE Sequence Logo
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Figure 61: Sequence logo generated from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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Protein Localization
SignalP
SignalP-5.0 prediction (Gram-negative): Sequence
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Figure 62: SignalP 5.0 prediction (Gram-negative) for gene BMW92_RS10830 of Coxiella
burnetii. The TAT (Tat/SPI), LIPO (Sec/SPII), and CS probability scores were all below 0.0128
(1.28%) which results in the likelihood of the protein being a signal peptide as highly unlikely
and can confirm there is no signal peptide of these protein types. The SP (Sec/SPI) signal peptide
probability score was 0.0515 (5.15%). This probability score results in the likelihood of the SP
signal peptide as being highly unlikely. The program calculated the probability scores for
OTHER as 0.9336 (93.36%). This probability score indicates the protein from gene
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BMW92_RS10830 has another protein classification that is not related to similar function or
type as a signal peptide (SignalP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ >).
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LIPOP

Figure 63: LipoP 1.0 was unable to generate a plot graph due to there being less than four
predicted putative cleavage sites. The best localization prediction resulted in the highest scoring
class being the cytoplasmic protein class (LipoP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/LipoP/>).
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TMHMM

TMHMM posterior probabilities for WEBSEQUENCE
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Figure 64: TMHMM posterior probability displayed a line graph that predicts the localization
of the protein coded from BMW92_RS10830 as entirely outside the membrane. The red line,
representative of the protein being located in the transmembrane, was less than 0.005 (.50%
probability) across the entirety of the line graph. This is indicative of the protein being located
within the transmembrane as highly unlikely. The blue line, representative of the protein being
located inside the membrane, was at 0.05 (5% probability). This is indicative of the protein being
located inside of the membrane as highly unlikely. The magenta line, representative of the
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protein being located outside the membrane, was at 0.95 (95% probability). This is indicative of
the protein being located outside of the membrane as highly likely (TMHMM,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/ >).
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BOMP

Figure 65: The BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane
proteins for gene BMW92_RS10830 (BOMP, <http://services.cbu.uib.no/tools/bomp>).
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PSORTb

Figure 66: The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal
helices, motifs, or signal peptides. The PSORTb localization scores resulted in a 9.26 value for
the cytoplasmic location. The localization score for cytoplasmic membrane was 0.24. The
localization score for periplasmic was 0.48. The localization score for the outer membrane
location was 0.01. The localization score for the extracellular location was 0.01. The calculated
localization scores for gene BMW92_RS10830 resulted in the final predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (PSORTb, <https://www.psort.org/psortb/ >).
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PHOBIUS

Figure 67: The Phobius posterior probability line graph generated for gene BMW92_RS10830
resulted in a calculated prediction that the whole sequence contains no membrane helices. The
grey line, representative of the predicted transmembrane helices location, was around 0.23 (23%)
posterior probability from amino acids 91-117. The green line, representative of the predicted
cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around 0.15 (15%) posterior probability from
amino acids 0-120; this changed to a posterior probability of 0.32 (32%) from amino acids 121273. The blue line, representative of the predicted non-cytoplasmic transmembrane helices
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location, was around 0.83 (83%) posterior probability from amino acids 0-91; the posterior
probability changed to 0.68 (68%) from amino acids 121-273. The red line, representative of the
presence or absence of a signal peptide, was 0.00 (0%) posterior probability (Phobius,
<http://phobius.sbc.su.se>).
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BMW92_RS10835
The third gene, BMW92_RS10835, was analyzed using bioinformatic technology. Table
3 below contains the provided data regarding basic information. A protein isoelectric point
calculator was used to determine the isoelectric point of the protein, protein length, and the
number and prevalence of each amino acid that makes up the protein (Figure 68). The BLASTp
search tool produced 100 matches ranked from highest sequence similarity to lowest sequence
similarity. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that were not identical species to
Coxiella burnetii were selected. The information recorded included the organism name, protein
name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and percent gap.
The highest ranked match to the BMW92_RS10835 gene was pyridoxal phosphate-dependent
enzyme [Rhipicephalus microplus] (Figure 69). The remaining nine matches to the
BMW92_RS10835 gene all had a function as pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (Figures
70-78). The CDD identified four potential protein domains hits conserved (Figure 79). Four of
the domain hits conserved and identified by the CDD belong to the PLPDE_III superfamily
(Figure 80). Specific domain hits involved the PLPD_III_Yggs_like, YggS, and
Ala_racemase_N. One domain hit conserved and identified as a non-specific domain hit was
TIGR00044. The protein classification identified by the CDD was pyridoxal phosphatedependent enzyme. Four of the domain hits sequences were aligned with the query sequence
based off the amino acids that are highly conserved between both sequences (Figures 81-84).
The MUSCLE program generated a multiple sequence alignment (MSA); each amino acid in the
sequence was assigned a distinct color to distinguish the amino acids being compared (Figure
85). The MUSCLE program generated two phylogenetic trees using the multiple sequence
alignments to further confirm sequence similarity. The results displayed the numbers followed
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behind each organism at the end of each leaf node which displays the correlation and closeness
of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella
burnetii. The use of a phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 86) and real phylogenetic tree (Figure 87)
provided further understanding of the relatedness of common ancestors and organism sequences
that are conserved. Each of the letter’s heights produced correspond to the conservation of the
amino acid residue across similar sequences. WebLogo produced a sequence logo that was
generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of Coxiella burnetii gene
BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected (Figure 88). Amino
acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino
acid. Each of the single letter amino acid abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation
of the amino acid residue across similar sequences. The T-COFEE program generated another
multiple sequence alignment to further confirm sequence similarity depicted with in the
MUSCLE MSA (Figure 89). The T-COFFEE program generated two phylogenetic trees,
phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 90) and real phylogenetic tree (Figure 91), using the multiple
sequence alignment which displayed the genetic proximity and similarity between Coxiella
burnetii and selected organisms from the BLASTp search. WebLogo constructed a sequence
logo from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of Coxiella burnetii gene
BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected to further display
sequence similarity and conservation of sequences. Each of the single letter amino acid
abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar
sequences (Figure 92). Protein localization results included SignalP, LipoP, TMHMM, BOMP,
PSORTb, and Phobius. The SignalP graphical illustration identified that there is no presence of a
signal peptide for the entirety of the protein sequence (Figure 93). The LipoP resulted in the
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highest scoring class being the cytoplasmic protein class (Figure 94). The TMHMM test resulted
in a graphical illustration, statistics, and a list of the predicted transmembrane helices and the
predicted location of the intervening loop regions. The TMHMM test resulted and displayed that
the whole sequence is highly unlikely to contain any transmembrane helices and that the majority
of the protein has a high probability of being located outside of the membrane (Figure 95). The
BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane proteins (Figure
96). The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal helices,
motifs, or signal peptides; the localization scores calculated the predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (Figure 97). The Phobius test resulted in a line graphical illustration
that identified a low probability of transmembrane helices localized in the cytoplasm and a high
probability of non-cytoplasmic transmembrane helices present; the overall result calculated by
Phobius resulted in the entire protein sequence as non-cytoplasmic (Figure 98).
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Basic Information
Table 3: Gene BMW92_RS10835 basic information

Genome

Replicon

Locus Tag

Old Locus Tag

Coxiella burnetii

NZ_CP018005

BMW92_RS10835

BMW92_10465

Genomic
Coordinates

Products

Length

Start and End
Position

1964912..1965598

pyridoxal phosphatedependent enzyme

687 / 228

1964912 - 1965598

Molecular
Weight

Average
Isoelectric Point

IPC Protein

Protein Length

25645.56854 Da

9.86

8.76

228 amino acids

Nucleotide Sequence

Amino Acid Sequence

atgtccattagcgaaaatattaaaagaattactaccgaaattcgc
caagcggaaaaagaatttagccgctcgcctaacgcggtttcgc
ttttagctgtgagtaaatcgcaatctcttgataagataaaagaag
ctattgcagcaggacaaagacagtttggtgaaaattatttgcaa
gaagcgttggtaaaaataaaagcgttgcgcgctcatccattgga
atggcattttataggtgtcattcaaactaataagacgcgcctcatt
tccacaaattttgattgggtacaaagcgtttctcgtttggaagttg
cttcagaattacatcattatcgacctttggaattgccaccattgtct
atttgcattcaggtaaacatcagtgaagaaaaaactaaaagcgg
tgtagacttaacgaatttatcagaatttgcaaaagcagttagtca
gtttgatcgtctgaggttgcgaggtttaatgacgataccggcttat
cagaaagattttaatgcgcaaaaggccacatttgaaaagttaaa
agaagcgcaacagcaattaataaagaaaggcttaccattggat
gtcttgtcattaggaatgacgcacgactttcgcgcggctatcgc
agcggggagcactatggttcgtatcggaactggaatttttggtc
ctcgggaggatagatga

MSISENIKRITTEIRQAEKEFSRSPNAVSLL
AVSKSQSLDKIKEAIAAGQRQFGENYLQE
ALVKIKALRAHPLEWHFIGVIQTNKTRLIS
TNFDWVQSVSRLEVASELHHYRPLELPPL
SICIQVNISEEKTKSGVDLTNLSEFAKAVS
QFDRLRLRGLMTIPAYQKDFNAQKATFE
KLKEAQQQLIKKGLPLDVLSLGMTHDFR
AAIAAGSTMVRIGTGIFGPREDR
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Figure 68: Protein isoelectric point calculator. The number and prevalence of each amino acid in
the protein coded from the BMW92_RS10835 gene of Coxiella burnetii (Kozlowski, Biology
Direct, <http://isoelectric.org/>).
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Sequence Similarity
BLAST

Figure 69: BLAST first match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Beggiatoa
sp.4572_84 with an e-value of 4e-81, 56% identity, 72% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and
an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 70: BLAST second match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Coxiella
mudrowiae with an e-value of 3e-105, 65% identity, 82% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and
an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 71: BLAST third match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Amblyomma
americanum with an e-value of 6e-102, 65% identity, 80% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity),
and an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 72: BLAST fourth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Amblyomma
sculptum with an e-value of 8e-102, 63% identity, 80% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 73: BLAST fifth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Rhicephalus
microplus with an e-value of 9e-107, 65% identity, 82% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and
an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 74: BLAST sixth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism
Gammaproteobacteria bacterium with an e-value of 3e-81, 54% identity, 71% positives, 0%
gaps (dissimilarity), and an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 75: BLAST seventh match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism
Nitrosococcus halophilus with an e-value of 5e-80, 54% identity, 70% positives, 0% gaps
(dissimilarity), and an identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 76: BLAST eighth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Nitrosococcus
watsonii with an e-value of 4e-80, 54% identity, 69% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 77: BLAST ninth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Thiotrichales
bacterium with an e-value of 2e-80, 50% identity, 73% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 78: BLAST tenth match for BMW92_RS10835 sequence from organism Nitrosococcus
oceani with an e-value of 6e-80, 54% identity, 68% positives, 0% gaps (dissimilarity), and an
identity of pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 79: BLAST graphic summary of the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected
aligned with Coxiella burnetii query sequence of gene BMW92_RS10835. Each of the alignment
sequences selected are order from highest sequence similarity (top) to lowest sequence similarity
(bottom). All organism sequences aligned with the query sequence have an alignment score of
greater than 200 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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CDD

Figure 80: Conserved Domain Database output results for gene BMW92_RS10835. The top
domain hit match was PLDE_III_Yggs_like: pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme which
aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 2-224 and had statistically significant
e-value of 2.89e-132. The second domain hit match was YggS: pyridoxal phosphate-dependent
enzyme which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 1-226 and had a
statistically significant e-value of 5.50e-92. The third domain hit match was TIGR00044:
pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid
residues 2-225 and had a statistically significant e-value of 1.16e-71. The fourth domain hit
match was Ala_racemase_N: pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme which aligned with the
query sequence from amino acid residues 3-225 and had a statistically significant e-value of
5.43e-20 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 81: The top domain hit sequence PLDE_III_Yggs_like: Pyridoxal 5-phosphate (PLP)binding TIM barrel domain of Type III PLD-Dependent Enzyme aligned with the query
sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 2-224 and had a
statistically significant e-value of 2.89e-132 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 82: The second domain hit sequence YggS: pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme
aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino
acids 1-226 and had a statistically significant e-value of 5.50e-92 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 83: The third domain hit sequence TIGR00044: pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme
aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino
acids 2-225 and had a statistically significant e-value of 1.16e-71 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 84: The fourth domain hit sequence Ala_racemase_N: Alanine racemase N-terminal
domain aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 3-225 and had a statistically significant e-value of 5.43e-20 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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MUSCLE
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Figure 85: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: T. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. microplus, C. mudrowiae, C. americanum, C. sculptum,
N. halophilus, N. watsonii, N. oceani, G. bacterium, Begiatoa. Amino acids are represented by
single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 86: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed:
T. bacterium, N. halophilus, N. watsonii, N. oceani, G. bacterium, Begiatoa, C. burnetii, C.
microplus, C. mudrowiae, C. americanum, C. sculptum. The numbers followed behind each
organism displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common
ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 87: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed:
T. bacterium, N. halophilus, N. watsonii, N. oceani, G. bacterium, Begiatoa, C. burnetii, C.
microplus, C. mudrowiae, C. americanum, C. sculptum. The numbers followed behind each
organism displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common
ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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MUSCLE Sequence Logo
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Figure 88: Sequence logo generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
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respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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T-COFFEE
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Figure 89: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: Begiatoa, C. americanum, C. burnetii, C. microplus, C. mudrowiae, C. sculptum, G.
bacterium, N. halophilus, N. oceani, N. watsonii, T. bacterium. Amino acids are represented by
single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 90: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: Beggiatoa, G.
bacterium, N. halophilus, N. oceani, N. watsonii, T. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, C.
americanum, C. sculptum. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the correlation
and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the organism
and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 91: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: Beggiatoa, G.
bacterium, N. halophilus, N. oceani, N. watsonii, T. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, C.
americanum, C. sculptum. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the correlation
and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the organism
and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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T-COFFEE Sequence Logo
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Figure 92: Sequence logo generated from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10835 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
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selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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Protein Localization
SignalP
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Figure 93: SignalP 5.0 prediction (Gram-negative) for gene BMW92_RS10835 of Coxiella
burnetii. The SP (Sec/SPI), TAT (Tat/SPI), LIPO (Sec/SPII), and CS probability scores
combined were all less than a total 2.0 (2%) which results in the likelihood of the protein being a
signal peptide as highly unlikely and can confirm there is no signal peptide of these protein
types. The program calculated the probability scores for OTHER as 0.986 (98.6%). This
probability score indicates the protein from the gene BMW92_RS10835 has another protein
classification that is not related to similar function or type as a signal peptide (SignalP,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ >).
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LipoP

Figure 94: LipoP 1.0 was unable to generate a plot graph due to there being less than four
predicted putative cleavage sites. The best localization prediction resulted in the highest scoring
class being the cytoplasmic protein class (LipoP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/LipoP/>).
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TMHMM

TMHMM posterior probabilities for WEBSEQUENCE
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Figure 95: TMHMM posterior probability displayed a line graph that predicts the localization
of the protein coded from BMW92_RS10835 as entirely outside the membrane. The red line,
representative of the protein being located in the transmembrane, was less than 0.002 (0.20%
probability) across the entirety of the line graph. This is indicative of the protein being located
within the transmembrane as highly unlikely. The blue line, representative of the protein being
located inside the membrane, was at 0.175 (17.55% probability). This is indicative of the protein
being located inside of the membrane as unlikely. The magenta line, representative of the protein
being located outside the membrane, was at 0.85 (85% probability). This is indicative of the
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protein being located outside of the membrane as highly likely (TMHMM,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/ >).
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BOMP

Figure 96: The BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane
proteins for gene BMW92_RS10835 (BOMP, <http://services.cbu.uib.no/tools/bomp>).
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PSORTb

Figure 97: The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal
helices, motifs, or signal peptides. The PSORTb localization scores resulted in a 9.97 value for
the cytoplasmic location. The localization score for cytoplasmic membrane was 0.01. The
localization score for periplasmic was 0.01. The localization score for the outer membrane
location was 0.00. The localization score for the extracellular location was 0.00. The calculated
localization scores for gene BMW92_RS10835 resulted in the final predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (PSORTb, <https://www.psort.org/psortb/ >).
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Phobius

Figure 98: The Phobius posterior probability line graph generated for gene BMW92_RS10835
resulted in a calculated prediction that the whole sequence contains no membrane helices. The
grey line, representative of the predicted transmembrane helices location, was around 0.06 (6%)
posterior probability from amino acids 190-224. The green line, representative of the predicted
cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around 0.35 (35%) posterior probability from
amino acids 0-228; this changed to a posterior probability of 0.32 (32%) from amino acids 200-
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228. The blue line, representative of the predicted non-cytoplasmic transmembrane helices
location, was around 0.64 (64%) posterior probability from amino acids 0-200; the posterior
probability changed to 0.62 (62%) from amino acids 201-228. The red line, representative of the
presence or absence of a signal peptide, was 0.00 (0%) posterior probability (Phobius,
<http://phobius.sbc.su.se>).
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BMW92_RS10840
The fourth gene, BMW92_RS10840, was analyzed using bioinformatic technology.
Table 4 below contains the provided data regarding basic information. A protein isoelectric point
calculator was used to determine the isoelectric point of the protein, protein length, and the
number and prevalence of each amino acid that makes up the protein (Figure 99). The BLASTp
search tool produced 100 matches ranked from highest sequence similarity to lowest sequence
similarity. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that were not identical species to
Coxiella burnetii were selected. The information recorded included the organism name, protein
name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and percent gap.
The highest ranked match to the BMW92_RS10840 gene was phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase [Coxiella mudrowiae] (Figure 100). The remaining nine matches to the
BMW92_RS10840 gene all had a function as phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (Figures 101109). The CDD identified five potential protein domains hits conserved (Figure 110). Five of the
domain hits conserved and identified by the CDD belong to the PEPCK_HprK superfamily
(Figure 111). Specific domain hits involved the PEPCK_ATP, PRK09344, and PckA. One
domain hit conserved and identified as a non-specific domain hit was pckA. The protein
classification identified by the CDD was phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase. Four of the
domain hits sequences were aligned with the query sequence based off the amino acids that are
highly conserved between both sequences (Figures 112-115). The MUSCLE program generated
a multiple sequence alignment (MSA); each amino acid in the sequence was assigned a distinct
color to distinguish the amino acids being compared (Figure 116). The MUSCLE program
generated two phylogenetic trees using the multiple sequence alignments to further confirm
sequence similarity. The results displayed the numbers followed behind each organism at the end
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of each leaf node which displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a
common ancestor shared between the organism and Coxiella burnetii. The use of a phylogenetic
cladogram (Figure 117) and real phylogenetic tree (Figure 118) provided further understanding
of the relatedness of common ancestors and organism sequences that are conserved. Each of the
letter’s heights produced correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar
sequences. WebLogo produced a sequence logo that was generated from the MUSCLE multiple
sequence alignments of Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism
sequences similarities selected (Figure 119). Amino acids are represented by single letter
abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid. Each of the single letter amino
acid abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across
similar sequences. The T-COFEE program generated another multiple sequence alignment to
further confirm sequence similarity depicted with in the MUSCLE MSA (Figure 120). The TCOFFEE program generated two phylogenetic trees, phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 121) and
real phylogenetic tree (Figure 122), using the multiple sequence alignment which displayed the
genetic proximity and similarity between Coxiella burnetii and selected organisms from the
BLASTp search. WebLogo constructed a sequence logo from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence
alignments of Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences
similarities selected to further display sequence similarity and conservation of sequences. Each
of the single letter amino acid abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation of the amino
acid residue across similar sequences (Figure 123). Protein localization results included SignalP,
LipoP, TMHMM, BOMP, PSORTb, and Phobius. The SignalP graphical illustration identified
that there is no presence of a signal peptide for the entirety of the protein sequence (Figure 124).
The LipoP resulted in the highest scoring class being the cytoplasmic protein class (Figure 125).
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The TMHMM test resulted in a graphical illustration, statistics, and a list of the predicted
transmembrane helices and the predicted location of the intervening loop regions. The TMHMM
test resulted and displayed that the whole sequence is highly unlikely to contain any
transmembrane helices and that the majority of the protein has a high probability of being
located outside of the membrane (Figure 126). The BOMP test result identified there are no
integral beta-barrel outer membrane proteins (Figure 127). The PSORTb test resulted in an
analysis report that identified no detectable internal helices, motifs, or signal peptides; the
localization scores calculated the predictable location of the protein to be cytoplasmic (Figure
128). The Phobius test resulted in a line graphical illustration that identified a low probability of
transmembrane helices localized in the cytoplasm and a high probability of non-cytoplasmic
transmembrane helices present; the overall result calculated by Phobius resulted in the entire
protein sequence as non-cytoplasmic, which is contradictory to LipoP, TMHMM and PSORTb
results (Figure 129).
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Basic Information
Table 4: Gene BMW92_RS10840 basic information

Genome

Replicon

Locus Tag

Old Locus Tag

Coxiella burnetii

NZ_CP018005

BMW92_RS10840

BMW92_10470

Genomic
Coordinates

Products

Length

Start and End
Position

1965588..1967141

phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase

1554 / 517

1965588 - 1967141

Molecular
Weight

Average
Isoelectric Point

IPC Protein

Protein Length

56807.48644 Da

5.82

5.60

519 amino acids

Nucleotide Sequence

Amino Acid Sequence

atggagcaaattgctgcgcgagttacctatattaacctttctcc
tgatgagttgattcaacacgccgtaaaaaatggcgagggcgt
attaagttccaccggtgctttagcggttactactgggaaacgc
acgggtcgatcgccgaaagatcgttttattgtcaaagatgagc
aaaccgccgatcaagtggcgtggggcaatatcaatcagcctg
ttgagcaacgcacctttgaccagttgtgggagcgagcgctgcg
gtatctttctgaacgtgctgtttatatttcgcatttgcaagtagg
ggcggatgataattattttctgccacttaaggtggtcaccgagt
ttgcgtggcacaatttatttgcgtgtgatctttttatccgtccttc
tggtgatcatgcgaatgggaaaccgtcctgggttattttaagt
gcccccgggctgaaaactgatcctgagcgagacggcgtgaat
agtgatggtgcggtaatgattaatttatcacagcgccgtgtgtt
attggtgggcatgccctatgcgggtgaaatgaaaaaagccat
gttttccgtgctgaattatcttttgccgccgcacgatgttttacc
gatgcattgcgccgctaatgctggccagtcgggcgatgttgca
ctatttttcggattatcaggaacgggtaagaccaccttgtcggc
tgaccctcatcgatttttaatcggtgacgacgaacacggttgg
agcgccacaagcgtttttaattttgagggcgggtgttatgcca
agtgcattgatttgtcacaagaacgagagcccatgatttggaa
tgcgattcggcacggcgctattatggaaaatgtggttttagat
gagaatggcgttcccgattatgcggatgcgcggctaacccaa
aattcgcgtgccgcttatccgcgcgagtatattccgttgcgggt
ggaaaataatagagggcgcccccccgatgccgtcttatttcta
acttgcgatctcgatggtgttttgccgcccgtggcactgctcac
gaaagaacaagcggcttattattttttaagcgggtataccgct
ttagtgggcagcacggaagtgggcagcgtaaagggcgtcac

MEQIAARVTYINLSPDELIQHAVKNGEGVLSSTGAL
AVTTGKRTGRSPKDRFIVKDEQTADQVAWGNINQ
PVEQRTFDQLWERALRYLSERAVYISHLQVGADD
NYFLPLKVVTEFAWHNLFACDLFIRPSGDHANGKP
SWVILSAPGLKTDPERDGVNSDGAVMINLSQRRV
LLVGMPYAGEMKKAMFSVLNYLLPPHDVLPMHC
AANAGQSGDVALFFGLSGTGKTTLSADPHRFLIGD
DEHGWSATSVFNFEGGCYAKCIDLSQEREPMIWN
AIRHGAIMENVVLDENGVPDYADARLTQNSRAAY
PREYIPLRVENNRGRPPDAVLFLTCDLDGVLPPVAL
LTKEQAAYYFLSGYTALVGSTEVGSVKGVTSTFSTC
FGAPFFPRPPTVYAELLMKRIEATGCQVYLVNTGW
TGGAYGEGGERFSIPTTRAIVNAVLSGKLKEGPTEV
LSGFNLTIPKSALGVDDHLLNPRKTWEDVSAYDAR
AQRLIQKFRENFEKFKVL AAIREAGPSDVH
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ctccaccttcagtacttgctttggcgcacccttttttccacgccc
tccgactgtctatgctgaattattaatgaaacgtattgaagca
acgggctgtcaagtttacctcgttaatactggctggacagggg
gcgcttatggtgaaggaggtgagcgtttttccattcccacgac
acgagcgattgttaacgctgttctaagcggaaaactcaaaga
gggaccaacagaagtgttgagcggctttaatctcaccattcca
aaatcggctttaggtgtggacgatcatttattaaatccccgga
agacttgggaagatgttagcgcctacgatgcgcgagcccagc
ggttaattcaaaaattccgtgaaaattttgaaaaatttaaagt
gcttgctgccattcgggaagccggaccgtctgatgtccattag
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Figure 99: Protein isoelectric point calculator. The number and prevalence of each amino acid in
the protein coded from the BMW92_RS10840 gene of Coxiella burnetii (Kozlowski, Biology
Direct, <http://isoelectric.org/>).
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Sequence Similarity
BLAST

Figure 100: BLAST first match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Coxiella
mudrowiae with an e-value of 0.0, 81% identity, 88% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 101: BLAST second match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism
Rhipicephalus microplus with an e-value of 0.0, 75% identity, 85% positives, 0% gaps, and an
identity of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 102: BLAST third match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Legionellales
bacterium with an e-value of 0.0, 67% identity, 80% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 103: BLAST fourth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Aquicella
lusitana with an e-value of 0.0, 68% identity, 79% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 104: BLAST fifth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Coxiellaceae
bacterium with an e-value of 0.0, 65% identity, 79% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 105: BLAST sixth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism
Pseudospirillum japonicum with an e-value of 0.0, 65% identity, 77% positives, 0% gaps, and an
identity of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 106: BLAST seventh match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Aquicella
siphonis with an e-value of 0.0, 66% identity, 77% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 107: BLAST eighth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Rickettsiella
isopodorum with an e-value of 0.0, 64% identity, 79% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 108: BLAST ninth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism Rickettsiella
viridis with an e-value of 0.0, 64% identity, 79% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST, <https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 109: BLAST tenth match for BMW92_RS10840 sequence from organism
Modicisalibacter wilcox with an e-value of 0.0, 63% identity, 76% positives, 0% gaps, and an
identity of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 110: BLAST graphic summary of the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected
aligned with Coxiella burnetii query sequence of gene BMW92_RS10840. Each of the alignment
sequences selected are order from highest sequence similarity (top) to lowest sequence similarity
(bottom). All organism sequences aligned with the query sequence have an alignment score of
greater than 200 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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CDD

Figure 111: Conserved Domain Database output results for gene BMW92_RS10840. The top
domain hit match was PEPCK_ATP: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) which
aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 10-512 and had statistically
significant e-value of 0e+00. The second domain hit match was PRK09344:
Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) which aligned with the query sequence from
amino acid residues 6-513 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00. The third domain
hit match was PEPCK_ATP: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) which aligned with
the query sequence from amino acid residues 10-470 and had a statistically significant e-value of
0e+00. The fourth domain hit match was PckA: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK)
which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 12-513 and had a statistically
significant e-value of 0e+00. The fifth domain hit match was pckA: Phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase (PEPCK) which aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 12513 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 112: The top domain hit sequence PEPCK_ATP: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(PEPCK) aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 10-512 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 113: The second domain hit sequence PRK09344: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(PEPCK) aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 6-513 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 114: The third domain hit sequence PEPCK_ATP: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(PEPCK) aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 10-470 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 115: The fourth domain hit sequence PckA: Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(PEPCK) aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 12-513 and had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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MUSCLE

180
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Figure 116: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: P. japonicum, M. wilcox, R. isopodorum, R. viridis, C. bacterium, L. lusitana, A.
siphonis, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, R. microplus. Amino acids are represented by single letter
abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 117: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: P. japonicum, M.
wilcox, L. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, R. microplus, R. isopodorum, R. viridis, C.
bacterium, A. lusitana, A. siphonis. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 118: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: P. japonicum, M.
wilcox, L. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, R. microplus, R. isopodorum, R. viridis, C.
bacterium, A. lusitana, A. siphonis. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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MUSCLE Sequence Logo
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Figure 119: Sequence logo generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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T-COFFEE

190

191

Figure 120: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
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Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: A. Lusitana, A. siphonis, C. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, L. bacterium, M.
wilcox, P. japonicum, R. isopodorum, R. microplus, R. viridis. Amino acids are represented by
single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 121: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. lusitana, A.
siphonis, C. bacterium, R. isopodorum, R. viridis, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, R. microplus, L.
bacterium, M. wilcox, P. japonicum. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 122: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment real phylogenetic tree for Coxiella burnetii
gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected. Organism
sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. lusitana, A.
siphonis, C. bacterium, R. isopodorum, R. viridis, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, R. microplus, L.
bacterium, M. wilcox, P. japonicum. The numbers followed behind each organism displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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T-COFFEE Sequence Logo
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Figure 123: Sequence logo generated from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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Protein Localization
SignalP
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Figure 124: SignalP 5.0 prediction (Gram-negative) for gene BMW92_RS10840 of Coxiella
burnetii. The SP (Sec/SPI), TAT (Tat/SPI), LIPO (Sec/SPII), and CS probability scores
combined were all less than a total 0.0184 (1.84%) which results in the likelihood of the protein
being a signal peptide as highly unlikely and can confirm there is no signal peptide of these
protein types. The program calculated the probability scores for OTHER as 0.9879 (98.79%).
This probability score indicates the protein from the gene BMW92_RS10840 has another protein
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classification that is not related to similar function or type as a signal peptide (SignalP,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ >).
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LipoP

Figure 125: LipoP 1.0 was unable to generate a plot graph due to there being less than four
predicted putative cleavage sites. The best localization prediction resulted in the highest scoring
class being the cytoplasmic protein class (LipoP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/LipoP/>).
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TMHMM

TMHMM posterior probabilities for WEBSEQUENCE
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Figure 126: TMHMM posterior probability displayed a line graph that predicts the localization
of the protein coded from BMW92_RS10840 as entirely outside the membrane. The red line,
representative of the protein being located in the transmembrane, was less than 0.001 (0.10%
probability) across the entirety of the line graph. This is indicative of the protein being located
within the transmembrane as highly unlikely. The blue line, representative of the protein being
located inside the membrane, was at 0.001 (0.10% probability). This is indicative of the protein
being located inside of the membrane as highly unlikely. The magenta line, representative of the
protein being located outside the membrane, was at 0.99 (99% probability). This is indicative of
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the protein being located outside of the membrane as highly likely (TMHMM,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/ >).
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BOMP

Figure 127: The BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane
proteins for gene BMW92_RS10840 (BOMP, <http://services.cbu.uib.no/tools/bomp>).
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PSORTb

Figure 128: The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal
helices, motifs, or signal peptides. The PSORTb localization scores resulted in a 9.26 value for
the cytoplasmic location. The localization score for cytoplasmic membrane was 0.24. The
localization score for periplasmic was 0.48. The localization score for the outer membrane
location was 0.01. The localization score for the extracellular location was 0.01. The calculated
localization scores for gene BMW92_RS10840 resulted in the final predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (PSORTb, <https://www.psort.org/psortb/ >).
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Phobius

Figure 129: The Phobius posterior probability line graph generated for gene BMW92_RS10840
resulted in a calculated prediction that the whole sequence contains no membrane helices. The
grey line, representative of the predicted transmembrane helices location, was around 0.001
(0.1%) posterior probability from amino acids 180-195. The green line, representative of the
predicted cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around 0.09 (9%) posterior
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probability from amino acids 0-517. The blue line, representative of the predicted noncytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around 0.93 (93%) posterior probability from
amino acids 0-517. The red line, representative of the presence or absence of a signal peptide,
was 0.00 (0%) posterior probability (Phobius, <http://phobius.sbc.su.se>).
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BMW92_RS10855
The fifth gene, BMW92_RS10855, was analyzed using bioinformatic technology. Table
5 below contains the provided data regarding basic information. A protein isoelectric point
calculator was used to determine the isoelectric point of the protein, protein length, and the
number and prevalence of each amino acid that makes up the protein (Figure 130). The BLASTp
search tool produced 100 matches ranked from highest sequence similarity to lowest sequence
similarity. The top ten sequences with significant alignments that were not identical species to
Coxiella burnetii were selected. The information recorded included the organism name, protein
name, percent identity, precent positive, length of alignment match, e-values, and percent gap.
The highest ranked match to the BMW92_RS10855 gene was aspartate cabamoyltransferase
catalytic subunit [Coxiella mudrowiae] (Figure 131). The remaining nine matches to the
BMW92_RS10855 gene all had a function as aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit
(Figures 132-140). The CDD identified five potential protein domains hits conserved (Figure
141). Four of the domain hits conserved and identified by the CDD belong to the pyrB, PyrB,
asp_carb_tr, and OTCace_N superfamilies (Figure 142) Specific domain hits involved PyrB and
OTCace_N. Two domain hits conserved and identified as a non-specific domain hit were pyrB
and asp_carb_tr. The protein classification identified by the CDD was aspartate
cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit. Four of the domain hits sequences were aligned with the
query sequence based off the amino acids that are highly conserved between both sequences
(Figures 143-146). The MUSCLE program generated a multiple sequence alignment (MSA);
each amino acid in the sequence was assigned a distinct color to distinguish the amino acids
being compared (Figure 147). The MUSCLE program generated two phylogenetic trees using
the multiple sequence alignments to further confirm sequence similarity. The results displayed
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the numbers followed behind each organism at the end of each leaf node which displays the
correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between the
organism and Coxiella burnetii. The use of a phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 148) and real
phylogenetic tree (Figure 149) provided further understanding of the relatedness of common
ancestors and organism sequences that are conserved. Each of the letter’s heights produced
correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar sequences. WebLogo
produced a sequence logo that was generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments
of Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected (Figure 150). Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct
colors for each respective amino acid. Each of the single letter amino acid abbreviation’s heights
correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue across similar sequences. The TCOFEE program generated another multiple sequence alignment to further confirm sequence
similarity depicted with in the MUSCLE MSA (Figure 151). The T-COFFEE program generated
two phylogenetic trees, phylogenetic cladogram (Figure 152) and real phylogenetic tree (Figure
153), using the multiple sequence alignment which displayed the genetic proximity and
similarity between Coxiella burnetii and selected organisms from the BLASTp search. WebLogo
constructed a sequence logo from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected to
further display sequence similarity and conservation of sequences. Each of the single letter
amino acid abbreviation’s heights correspond to the conservation of the amino acid residue
across similar sequences (Figure 154). Protein localization results included SignalP, LipoP,
TMHMM, BOMP, PSORTb, and Phobius. The SignalP graphical illustration identified that there
is no presence of a signal peptide for the entirety of the protein sequence (Figure 155). The
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LipoP resulted in the highest scoring class being the cytoplasmic protein class (Figure 156). The
TMHMM test resulted in a graphical illustration, statistics, and a list of the predicted
transmembrane helices and the predicted location of the intervening loop regions. The TMHMM
test resulted and displayed that the whole sequence is highly unlikely to contain any
transmembrane helices and that the majority of the protein has a high probability of being
located outside of the membrane (Figure 157). The BOMP test result identified there are no
integral beta-barrel outer membrane proteins (Figure 158). The PSORTb test resulted in an
analysis report that identified no detectable internal helices, motifs, or signal peptides; the
localization scores calculated the predictable location of the protein to be cytoplasmic (Figure
159). The Phobius test resulted in a line graphical illustration that identified a low probability of
transmembrane helices localized in the cytoplasm and a high probability of non-cytoplasmic
transmembrane helices present; the overall result calculated by Phobius resulted in the entire
protein sequence as non-cytoplasmic, which is contradictory to LipoP and PSORTb results
(Figure 160).
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Basic Information
Table 3: Gene BMW92_RS10835 basic information

Genome

Replicon

Locus Tag

Old Locus Tag

Coxiella burnetii

NZ_CP018005

BMW92_RS10855

BMW92_10485

Genomic
Coordinates

Products

Length

Start and End
Position

1968231..1969163

Aspartate
carbamoyltransferase

933 / 310

1968231 - 1969163

Molecular
Weight

Average
Isoelectric Point

IPC Protein

Protein Length

34944.39434 Da

8.913

8.174

312 amino acids

Nucleotide Sequence

Amino Acid Sequence

atgaatgaacttcctttacatttattgaatatgcgctcactcac
gcgcgaccatattgaaaaactcatccaacgggcgaattatttt
ttaactcagggcatggaaaaaaattcggtctttgaaacattaa
aagggcacgtagtcgccaacttattttttgaacccagcacacg
aacgcgcaactcctttgaaattgcggcaaaacgtttgggcgcc
atggttcttaaccctaatcttaaaatttcggcaataagtaaag
gtgaaactctttttgatacgattaaaactttggaagcgatgggt
gtttattttttcattgtacgccattctgaaaatgaaaccccgga
gcagatagcaaaacaattatcctcaggcgtcgtcatcaacgc
gggtgacggtaatcatcaacatccctcacaagctttaattgatt
taatgacaataaagcaacacaaaccccattggaataaattgt
gcgtcacgattattggcgatattcgtcattctcgcgtggcaaac
tcattaatggacggcttagtcacgatgggcgttccggaaattc
gattggtaggcccatcgtcattattgccggacaaggtcgggaa
cgactcgattaaaaaattcaccgaattaaaaccaagtctcctt
aacagcgacgttattgtcacccttcgtttgcaaaaggaacgcc
atgataattctgtcgatatcgatgcttttcgcggatcttttcgat
tgacacctgaaaaattatattccgcaaaacccgatgccattgt
tatgcatccgggtcccgtcaaccgcgaagtcgaaattaattct
gatgtcgcagataaccaacaatctgtcatccttcaacaagtac
gtaacggcgtcgctatgcggatggctgtgttggaattatttttg
ttgcgagattttcgatttttttga

MNELPLHLLNMRSLTRDHIEKLIQRANYFLTQGME
KNSVFETLKGHVVANLFFEPSTRTRNSFEIAAKRLG
AMVLNPNLKISAISKGETLFDTIKTLEAMGVYFFIVR
HSENETPEQIAKQLSSGVVINAGDGNHQHPSQALI
DLMTIKQHKPHWNKLCVTIIGDIRHSRVANSLMD
GLVTMGVPEIRLVGPSSLLPDKVGNDSIKKFTELKP
SLLNSDVIVTLRLQKERHDNSVDIDAFRGSFRLTPE
KLYSAKPDAIVMHPGPVNREVEINSDVADNQQSVI
LQQVRNGVA MRMAVLELFLLRDFRFF
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Figure 130: Protein isoelectric point calculator. The number and prevalence of each amino acid
in the protein coded from the BMW92_RS10855 gene of Coxiella burnetii (Kozlowski, Biology
Direct, <http://isoelectric.org/>).
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Sequence Similarity
BLAST

Figure 131: BLAST first match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism Coxiella
mudrowiae with an e-value of 3e-145, 67% identity, 82% positives, 0% gaps, and an identity of
aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 132: BLAST second match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Thiotrichales bacterium with an e-value of 2e-93, 49% identity, 69% positives, 1% gaps, and an
identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 133: BLAST third match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism Leucothrix
arctica with an e-value of 5e-93, 49% identity, 68% positives, 1% gaps, and an identity of
aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 134: BLAST fourth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Alteromonadaceae bacterium with an e-value of 1e-92, 49% identity, 68% positives, 1% gaps,
and an identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 135: BLAST fifth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Hydrocarboniclastica marina with an e-value of 3e-92, 49% identity, 67% positives, 1% gaps,
and an identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 136: BLAST sixth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Gammaproteobacteria bacterium with an e-value of 4e-92, 48% identity, 69% positives, 1%
gaps, and an identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 137: BLAST seventh match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Oceanococcus atlanticus with an e-value of 4e-91, 49% identity, 66% positives, 1% gaps, and an
identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 138: BLAST eighth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism Hahellaceae
bacterium with an e-value of 5e-91, 49% identity, 67% positives, 1% gaps, and an identity of
aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 139: BLAST ninth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism
Pseudolysobacter antarcticus with an e-value of 8e-91, 49% identity, 65% positives, 1% gaps,
and an identity of aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 140: BLAST tenth match for BMW92_RS10855 sequence from organism Pseudomonas
sabulinigri with an e-value of 1e-90, 48% identity, 67% positives, 1% gaps, and an identity of
aspartate cabamoyltransferase catalytic subunit (BLAST,
<https:/blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 141: BLAST graphic summary of the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected
aligned with Coxiella burnetii query sequence of gene BMW92_RS10855. Each of the alignment
sequences selected are order from highest sequence similarity (top) to lowest sequence similarity
(bottom). All organism sequences aligned with the query sequence have an alignment score of
greater than 200 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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CDD

Figure 142: Conserved Domain Database output results for gene BMW92_RS10855. The top
domain hit match was pyrB: aspartate carbamoyltransferase which aligned with the query
sequence from amino acid residues 1-310 and had statistically significant e-value of 0e+00. The
second domain hit match was PyrB: aspartate carbamoyltransferase which aligned with the query
sequence from amino acid residues 7-303 and had a statistically significant e-value of 8e-121.
The third domain hit match was asp_carb_tr: aspartate carbamoyltransferase which aligned with
the query sequence from amino acid residues 7-304 and had a statistically significant e-value of
5.28e-91. The fourth domain hit match was OTCace_N: aspartate carbamoyltransferase which
aligned with the query sequence from amino acid residues 7-150 and had a statistically
significant e-value of 8.88e-53 (BLAST, <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 143: The first domain hit sequence pyrB: aspartate carbamoyltransferase aligned with the
query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 1-310 and
had a statistically significant e-value of 0e+00 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 144: The second domain hit sequence PyrB: aspartate carbamoyltransferase aligned with
the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from amino acids 7-303 and
had a statistically significant e-value of 8e-121 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 145: The third domain hit sequence asp_carb_tr: aspartate carbamoyltransferase
(ATCase) aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned interval from
amino acids 7-304 and had a statistically significant e-value of 5.28e-91 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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Figure 146: The fourth domain hit sequence OTCace_N: Aspartate/ornithine
carbamoyltransferase aligned with the query sequence. The amino acid residues had an aligned
interval from amino acids 7-150 and had a statistically significant e-value of 8.88e-53 (BLAST,
<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi>).
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MUSCLE
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Figure 147: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, P. antarcticus, G. bacterium, O. atlanticus, L. arctica, T.
bacterium, H. bacterium, P. sabulinigri, A. bacterium, H. marina. Amino acids are represented
by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (MUSCLE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 148: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, C.
mudrowiae, P. antarcticus, G. bacterium, O. atlanticus, L. arctica, T. bacterium, H. bacterium,
P. sabulinigri, A. bacterium, H. marina. The numbers followed behind each organism displays
the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between
the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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Figure 149: MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: C. burnetii, C.
mudrowiae, P. antarcticus, G. bacterium, O. atlanticus, L. arctica, T. bacterium, H. bacterium,
P. sabulinigri, A. bacterium, H. marina. The numbers followed behind each organism displays
the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared between
the organism and Coxiella burnetii (MUSCLE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/>).
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MUSCLE Sequence Logo
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Figure 150: Sequence logo generated from the MUSCLE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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T-COFFEE
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Figure 151: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered randomly and are listed from top to bottom as
followed: A. ehrlichii, A. mobile, C. bacterium, C. bacterium_1, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, N.
halophilus, N. mobilis, O. beijerinckii, T. denitrificans, T. endolucinida. Amino acids are
represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each respective amino acid (TCOFFEE, <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 152: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. ehrlichii, A.
mobile, N. mobilis, C. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, O. beijerinckii, N. halophilus, T.
denitrificans, C. bacterium_1, T. endolucinida. The numbers followed behind each organism
displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared
between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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Figure 153: T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignment phylogenetic cladogram for Coxiella
burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities selected.
Organism sequences were abbreviated by the genus and species in which the sequence similarity
originated. Organism sequences were ordered from top to bottom as followed: A. ehrlichii, A.
mobile, N. mobilis, C. bacterium, C. burnetii, C. mudrowiae, O. beijerinckii, N. halophilus, T.
denitrificans, C. bacterium_1, T. endolucinida. The numbers followed behind each organism
displays the correlation and closeness of each respective organism to a common ancestor shared
between the organism and Coxiella burnetii (T-COFFEE,
<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/tcoffee/>).
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T-COFFEE Sequence Logo
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Figure 154: Sequence logo generated from the T-COFFEE multiple sequence alignments of
Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 and the top 10 organism sequences similarities
selected. Amino acids are represented by single letter abbreviations and distinct colors for each
respective amino acid. The conservation of each amino acid among residue across similar
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sequences is represented by the height of each single letter abbreviation of the amino acid.
(WebLogo, <https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi>).
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Protein Localization
SignalP
SignalP-5.0 prediction (Gram-negative): Sequence
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Figure 155: SignalP 5.0 prediction (Gram-negative) for gene BMW92_RS10855 of Coxiella
burnetii. The SP (Sec/SPI), TAT (Tat/SPI), LIPO (Sec/SPII), and CS probability scores
combined were all less than a total 0.0034 (0.34%) which results in the likelihood of the protein
being a signal peptide as highly unlikely and can confirm there is no signal peptide of these
protein types. The program calculated the probability scores for OTHER as 0.9966 (99.66%).
This probability score indicates the protein from the gene BMW92_RS10855 has another protein
classification that is not related to similar function or type as a signal peptide (SignalP,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/ >).
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LipoP

Figure 156: LipoP 1.0 was unable to generate a plot graph due to there being less than four
predicted putative cleavage sites. The best localization prediction resulted in the highest scoring
class being the cytoplasmic protein class (LipoP, <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/LipoP/>).
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TMHMM
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Figure 157: TMHMM posterior probability displayed a line graph that predicts the localization
of the protein coded from BMW92_RS10855 as entirely outside the membrane. The red line,
representative of the protein being located in the transmembrane, was 0.0 (0.0% probability)
across the entirety of the line graph. This is indicative of the protein being located within the
transmembrane as highly unlikely. The blue line, representative of the protein being located
inside the membrane, was at 0.00 (0.0% probability). This is indicative of the protein being
located inside of the membrane as highly unlikely. The magenta line, representative of the
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protein being located outside the membrane, was at 1.0 (100% probability). This is indicative of
the protein being located outside of the membrane as highly likely (TMHMM,
<http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/ >).
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BOMP

Figure 158: The BOMP test result identified there are no integral beta-barrel outer membrane
proteins for gene BMW92_RS10855 (BOMP, <http://services.cbu.uib.no/tools/bomp>).
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PSORTb

Figure 159: The PSORTb test resulted in an analysis report that identified no detectable internal
helices, motifs, or signal peptides. The PSORTb localization scores resulted in a 9.97 value for
the cytoplasmic location. The localization score for cytoplasmic membrane was 0.01. The
localization score for periplasmic was 0.01. The localization score for the outer membrane
location was 0.00. The localization score for the extracellular location was 0.00. The calculated
localization scores for gene BMW92_RS10855 resulted in the final predictable location of the
protein to be cytoplasmic (PSORTb, <https://www.psort.org/psortb/ >).
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Phobius

Figure 160: The Phobius posterior probability line graph generated for gene BMW92_RS10855
resulted in a calculated prediction that the whole sequence contains no membrane helices. The
grey line, representative of the predicted transmembrane helices location, was around 0.1 (10%)
posterior probability from amino acids 275-300. The green line, representative of the predicted
cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around 0.15 (15%) posterior probability from
amino acids 0-302; the line changed to 0.2 (20%) from amino acids 302-310. The blue line,
representative of the predicted non-cytoplasmic transmembrane helices location, was around
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0.86 (86%) posterior probability from amino acids 0-280; the line changed to 0.8 (80%) from
amino acids 281-310. The red line, representative of the presence or absence of a signal peptide,
was 0.00 (0%) posterior probability (Phobius, <http://phobius.sbc.su.se>).
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Discussion
Advancement in the field of bioinformatics and genomics has allowed for genomes of
many organisms to be analyzed and understood. Continual mapping, sequencing, analyzing, and
comparing of genomes continues this process of storing information and data of genes. The
availability of public online bioinformatic programs used in this research allowed for the
investigation of five hypothetical-protein coding genes from the bacterium Coxiella burnetii.
Through the use of these bioinformatic programs, which are continuously updated, the five
genes, BMW92_RS10760, BMW92_RS10830, BMW92_RS10835, BMW92_RS10840,
BMW92_RS10855, were able to be analyzed and given a predicted function within the
microorganism. Despite these genes undergoing analysis through various bioinformatic
programs, further molecular and biochemical testing must be completed to fully assess and
confirm the predicted function of each of the five genes selected from the bacteria Coxiella
burnetii.

BMW92_RS10760
The first hypothetical protein coding gene of Coxiella burnetii that was examined was
gene BMW92_RS10760. This gene was researched and predicted to encode uroporphyrinogenIII synthase. This enzyme catalyzes the asymmetrical cyclization of tetrapyrrole
uroporphyrinogen-III, the fourth step in the biosynthesis of heme (Schubert et al. 2002).
Tetrapyrroles have a general structure that consist of four pyrrolic rings bonded by methine
bridges to one another in a cyclic form (Heinemann et al. 2008). The pyrrole rings are denoted
A-D in a clockwise direction and have the ability to chelate divalent metal ions such as iron
(Heinemann et al. 2008). Tetrapyrroles are derived from a common precursor, uroporphyrinogen
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III, which begins the biosynthesis process as eight molecules of 2-aminoketone,5-aminolevulinic
acid (Shoolingin-Jordan et al. 2003).
Every tetrapyrrole receives unique modifications around the ring periphery as the
molecules are synthesized through a branched pathway. However, the unifying feature of all
tetrapyrroles is the central metal ion that is capable of lying within the center of the cyclic ring
structure (Schubert et al. 2002). This shared feature is only plausible due to the mechanism and
action of the enzyme uroporphyrinogen-III synthase. The many biosynthetic steps of tetrapyrrole
allow for modifications specific and tailored to organism species; but the final common step is
critical whereby the D ring of hydroxymethylbilane is flipped during the ring closure. This
allows the tetrapyrrole molecule to link to the A ring, thereby generating the asymmetrical
structure of uroporphyrinogen-III (Schubert et al. 2002). This has led to an understanding that
this final enzyme, uroporphyrinogen-III synthase, is essential and common to all living systems
(Schubert et al. 2002).
The sequence alignments generated from BLASTp resulted in 10 outputs with high
sequence similarity and level of conservation between the amino acid sequences of Coxiella
burnetii, Methylomarinum vadi, Methylovulum psychrotolerans, Methylomonas methanica,
Gammaproteobacteria bacterium, Methylobacter tundripaludum, Methylobacter luteus,
Thiohalophilus thiocyanatoxydans, Thiothrix nivea, Methylobacter oryzae, and Methylomonas
lenta. Each of the organisms, with respective genomes aligned with the BMW92_RS10760 gene
from C. burnetii, were annotated to code for the same enzyme, uroporphyrinogen-III synthase.
The regions of local similarity and agreement between each of the BLASTp output results
support the prediction of the protein function of this specific gene.
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The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) generated output results of the highest matched
domain of protein to the selected gene of interest. The primary domain of this protein, projected
from the top domain match when compared to the query sequence, was uroporphyrinogen-III
synthase which is part of the HemD superfamily. This output result accentuates the sequence
alignments, similarity, and proposed protein function examined earlier between the compared
bacterial sequences.
The multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE gave visual representation of the high degree of conservation of this protein-coding
sequence among similar organisms. These results further the proposition of the protein encoded
and function of the protein as each of the organisms’ sequences aligned and compared had evalues less than e-5. This similarity is visible from the results generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE, displaying minimal discrepancies between each of the organisms. WEBLOGO
provided a graphical representation of the level of conservation of each amino acid residue
compared to the query sequence of the selected gene. The graphical representation displays high
conservation of amino acids throughout the entirety of the sequence; however, the highest level
of conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from amino acid residue
positions 114-192. The minimal amounts of variation displayed from BLASTp, MUSLCE, TCOFFEE, and WEBLOGO output results suggests that the Coxiella burnetii gene
BMW92_RS10760 encodes uroporphyrinogen-III synthase, which is similar in compared
organisms.
These results support the predicted function of the protein and further emphasizes the
necessity of this gene for the organism. This enzyme is critical for this obligate intracellular
bacterium as its function to produce a precursor for the tetrapyrrole cofactor heme (Schubert et
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al. 2002). The heme cofactor is the greatest reservoir of iron as it has the ability to coordinate
iron atoms at the center of its porphyrin ring (Heinemann et al. 2008). When complexed together,
heme and iron have increased abilities for electron transfer and redox activity (Heinemann et al.
2008). Cells rely heavily on heme molecules for the function of widely conserved hemedependent-enzymes such as catalase, nitric oxide synthase, peroxidases, cytochromes, and
hemoglobin (Choby and Skaar 2016). Furthermore, vital intracellular processes such as cellular
respiration and the electron transport chain require heme to function as an electron shuttle for
many of the enzymes used in these intracellular processes; without heme, the energy recovery
would be minimal or non-existent (Choby and Skaar 2016). Heme has been linked to integral
processes essential for living among organisms across many domains of life. Thus, organisms
must either synthesize or acquire the heme molecule in order to survive, which leads to the
speculation of genes that aid in this the synthesis of this molecule remain highly conserved and
passed onto progeny. This further supports the prediction that this gene codes for
uroporphyrinogen-III synthase, which aids in the production of a molecule, uroporphyrinogenIII, necessary for the synthesis of such an integral molecule for living.
Gram-negative bacteria, such as C. burnetii, contain an inner membrane (IM) and outer
membrane (OM). The OM is distinct in composition as it is composed of an asymmetrical
distribution of lipids, phospholipids, and lipopolysaccharides (Rollauer et al. 2015). This OM
serves as a functional environment for outer membrane proteins (OMP) essential for cell
functions. This double membrane composition serves as number of essential purposes; however,
the cell still has to transported synthesized OMP, which are always synthesized in the cytoplasm,
and transport them to locations throughout the cell, most often the OM (Rollauer et al. 2015).
The uniqueness of OMP is attributed to the structure of the proteins molecules in which they lack
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transmembrane alpha-helices (Koebnik et al 2000). OMP are integral membrane proteins which
adopt a β-barrel structure with interchanging short and long loops on the periplasmic and
extracellular sides (Rollauer et al. 2015). Each of the protein localization tests were conducted
with the purpose of predicting the function of the protein and localizing the encoded protein,
signal peptides, and transmembrane helices.
The first test, SignalP, identified no presence of signal peptides in the protein sequence.
Signal peptides serve as a stop signal that aids in the creation of transmembrane proteins by
anchoring proteins to the membrane (Coleman et al. 1985). Therefore, this result supports the
idea that this protein does not require a signal peptide to attach to the membrane. The second
test, LipoP, predicted the highest scoring class out of the four protein class types was
cytoplasmic. There were no prediction outputs regarding the remaining three classes which
further supports the data of the protein sequence lacking a signal peptide, lipoprotein signal
peptide, or n-terminal transmembrane helix. Output results generated from TMHMM, Phobius,
and PSORTb proposed the protein to be localized outside of the cytoplasm. Each test resulted in
data with low localization scores and probabilities of the protein being localized in the
cytoplasm, periplasm, and transmembrane. These findings were further supported by the BOMP
test results whereby the predicted the number of integral β-barrel outer membrane proteins was
zero. Therefore, this encoded protein has a low probability of being a transmembrane protein or
localized in the cytoplasm of the cell.

BMW92_RS10830
The second hypothetical protein coding gene of Coxiella burnetii that was examined was
gene BMW92_RS10830. This gene was researched and predicted to encode pyrroline-5carboxylate reductase (P5C). This enzyme catalyzes the reduction of 1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate
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(PCA) to L-proline, which is the final step of proline biosynthesis (Brandriss and Falvey 1992).
L-proline is an important amino acid for many prokaryotes and eukaryotes microorganisms.
Without ornithine cyclodeaminase in these microorganisms, the impeding result is amino acid
starvation and blocking of protein synthesis if proline is not either synthesized or acquired
(Forlani et al. 2011). Thus, the activity of P5C is absolutely necessary for many microorganisms.
Previous research has outlined the importance of this enzyme for pathogenic
microorganisms. Inhibition of P5C, alongside select enzymes needed for amino acid
biosynthesis, has been found to exert remarkable activity against bacteria (Harth and Horwitz
2003; Hutton et al. 2007; Forlani et al. 2011). The inhibition of enzymes like P5C, which
catalyzes key reactions of amino acid biosynthesis and metabolism, have provided promising
leads of control over pathogenic microorganisms (Pathania and Brown 2008). Furthermore, the
amino acid proline has unique characteristics that contribute to distinct characteristics when
incorporated into a protein sequence. Proline residues have been attributed with low
configurational entropy due to the pyrrolidine ring hinderance; as a result, proline is important
for unfolded and folded protein stability and structure (Ge and Pan 2009). Proline has been
shown to play a role in stress tolerance and osmoregulation as a variety of microorganisms.
Oxidative metabolism of proline allows bacteria to generate hydrogen peroxide, which implies
that proline increases oxidative stress tolerance in bacteria (Zhang et al. 2014). Accumulation of
compatible solutes, typically amino acids such as proline, preserve the positive turgor pressure
required for cell division (Empadinhas and Costa 2008) Evidence has also suggested that an
increase of intracellular proline allowed for prokaryotes to have increased protein and membrane
stabilization even while under stress (Takagi 2008).
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The sequence alignments generated from BLASTp resulted in 10 outputs with high
sequence similarity and level of conservation between the amino acid sequences of Coxiella
burnetii, Coxiella mudrowiae, Thioalbus denitrificans, Nitrosococcus halophilus, Alkalilimnicola
ehrlichii, Alkalispirillum mobile, Chromatiales bacterium, Nitrococcus mobilis, Nitrosococcus
watsonii, Halobacteria archaeon, Aquicella lusitana. Each of the organisms, with respective
genomes aligned with the BMW92_RS10830 gene from C. burnetii, were annotated to code for
the same enzyme, pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase. The regions of local similarity and
agreement between each of the BLASTp output results support the prediction of the protein
function of this specific gene.
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) generated output results of the highest matched
domain of protein to the selected gene of interest. The primary domain of this protein, projected
from the top domain match when compared to the query sequence, was pyrroline-5-carboxylate
reductase which is part of the PRK11880 superfamily. This output result emphasizes the
sequence alignments, similarity, and proposed protein function examined earlier between the
compared bacterial sequences.
The multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE gave visual representation of the high degree of conservation of this protein-coding
sequence among similar bacterial organisms. These results further the proposition of the protein
encoded and function of the protein as each of the organisms’ sequences aligned and compared
had e-values less than e-5. This similarity is visible from the results generated via MUSCLE and
T-COFFEE, displaying minimal discrepancies between each of the organisms. WEBLOGO
provided a graphical representation of the level of conservation of each amino acid residue
compared to the query sequence of the selected gene. The graphical representation displays high
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conservation of amino acids throughout the entirety of the sequence; however, the highest level
of conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from positions 118-240. The
minimal amounts of variation displayed from BLASTp, MUSLCE, T-COFFEE, and WEBLOGO
output results suggests that the Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10830 encodes pyrroline-5carboxylate reductase, which is similar in compared organisms.
These results support the predicted function of the protein and further emphasizes the
necessity of this gene for the organism. Recent studies have outlined the necessity of proline for
virulence during infection and a wide range of cellular processes. Some pathogens rely on
proline as a critical substrate, whereas other pathogens exploit proline for stress protection or use
proline as an energy source (Christgen and Becker 2019). Regardless of the biological function,
proline has been linked to integral processes critical for functioning and living. Therefore,
prokaryotes rely heavily on an important molecule, which suggest that genes that aid in this the
synthesis of this molecule remain highly conserved and passed onto progeny. This further
supports the prediction that this gene codes for pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase, which
catalyzes the reduction of 1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (PCA) to L-proline, thereby aiding in the
biosynthesis of an integral protein used for cell functioning.
Each of the protein localization tests were conducted with the purpose of predicting the
function of the protein and localizing the encoded protein, signal peptides, and transmembrane
helices. The first test, SignalP, identified no presence of signal peptides in the protein sequence.
The predicted likelihood of the protein being classified as a protein type other than a signal
peptide was the highest probability. Therefore, this result supports the idea that this protein does
not require a signal peptide to attach to the membrane. The second test, LipoP, predicted the
highest scoring class out of the four protein class types was cytoplasmic. There were no
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prediction outputs regarding the remaining three classes which further supports the data of the
protein sequence lacking a signal peptide, lipoprotein signal peptide, or n-terminal
transmembrane helix. Output results generated from TMHMM, Phobius, and PSORTb proposed
the protein to be localized in various regions. TMHMM predicted the highest probability of
location to be extracellular. However, results also predicted a low probability of the protein
localized inside the cell and transmembrane for the first 110 amino acid residues. This result was
supported by Phobius which predicted the top domain as non-cytoplasmic while having an
intermediate probability of the protein localized inside the cytoplasm and transmembrane for the
first 110 amino acid residues. PSORTb generated a contradictory result which predicted the
cytoplasm as the highest probability. This finding was further supported by the BOMP test
results whereby the predicted the number of integral β-barrel outer membrane proteins was zero.
Therefore, this encoded protein has a low probability of being a transmembrane protein or
localized in the cytoplasm of the cell.

BMW92_RS10835
The third hypothetical protein coding gene of Coxiella burnetii that was examined was
gene BMW92_RS10835. This gene was researched and predicted to encode pyridoxal
phosphate-binding protein (PLPBP). This protein is highly uncharacterized but has been
suggested to play a role in the homeostatic regulation of vitamin B6 and amino acids. Deletion or
absence of this protein causes pleotropic effects in many microorganisms, such as epilepsy in
some eukaryotic mammals (Ito et al. 2019). Evidence has also displayed cell lines lacking
PLPBP resulted in distinct proteomic changes, such as upregulation of several cytoskeleton and
cell division associated proteins (Fux and Sieber 2019). Furthermore, recent studies have
suggested the absence of this protein can result in the accumulation of pyridoxine 5′-phosphate
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(PLP) and metabolites involved in the isoleucine and valine biosynthetic pathway (Ito et al.
2019).
The active form of vitamin B6, pyridoxine 5′-phosphate (PLP), participates in many
enzymatic processes (Fleischman et al. 2014). One of the main functions of vitamin B6 is
contributing as a highly versatile cofactor for diverse enzymatic reactions in basic metabolism
(Richts et al. 2019). PLP has an important role during tryptophan synthase reaction. This
molecule elicits an allosteric effect during the tryptophan synthase reaction as the enzymes
involved require PLP (Jansonius 1998). Additionally, enzymes that catalyze decarboxylation,
racemization, α-elimination, replacement, β- and γ-elimination or replacement reactions require
PLP as a co-factor to regulate amino acid metabolism (Christen and Mehta 2001). Genes that
code for PLPBP enable properly folded PLP to interact with PLP-dependent enzymes
(Fleischman et al. 2014). This action of regulating PLP is critical to many organisms. This
importance can be depicted by the number of PLP-dependent enzymes encoded by prokaryotes.
Recent studies have revealed that PLP-dependent enzymes account for ∼1.5% of most
prokaryotic genomes and are estimated to be involved in ∼4% of all catalytic reactions
(Schneider et al. 2000). The predicted protein function of the gene has supportive evidence to be
critical for maintaining homeostasis; thus, would be suggested to be highly conservative among
organisms.
The sequence alignments generated from BLASTp resulted in 10 outputs with high
sequence similarity and level of conservation between the amino acid sequences of Coxiella
burnetii, Rhipicephalus microplus, Coxiella mudrowiae, Amblyomma americanum, Amblyomma
sculptum, Gammaproteobacteria bacterium, Beggiatoa, Thiotrichales bacterium, Nitrosococcus
watsonii, Nitrosococcus halophilus, Nitrosococcus oceani. Each of the organisms, with
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respective genomes aligned with the BMW92_RS10835 gene from C. burnetii, were annotated
to code for the same enzyme, pyridoxal phosphate-binding protein. The regions of local
similarity and agreement between each of the BLASTp output results support the prediction of
the protein function of this specific gene.
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) generated output results of the highest matched
domain of protein to the selected gene of interest. The primary domain of this protein, projected
from the top domain match when compared to the query sequence, was pyridoxal phosphatebinding protein which is part of the PLPDE-III superfamily. This output result emphasizes the
sequence alignments, similarity, and proposed protein function examined earlier between the
compared bacterial sequences.
The multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE gave visual representation of the high degree of conservation of this protein-coding
sequence among similar bacterial organisms. These results further the proposition of the protein
encoded and function of the protein as each of the organisms’ sequences aligned and compared
had e-values less than e-5. This similarity is visible from the results generated via MUSCLE and
T-COFFEE, displaying minimal discrepancies between each of the organisms. WEBLOGO
provided a graphical representation of the level of conservation of each amino acid residue
compared to the query sequence of the selected gene. The graphical representation displays high
conservation of amino acids throughout a majority of the entire sequence. The highest level of
conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from positions 192-228. The
lowest level of conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from positions
223-238; which displayed no amino acids conserved. This suggest that the amino acids from
position 3-232 are conserved and involved with coding the protein. The minimal amounts of
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variation displayed from BLASTp, MUSLCE, T-COFFEE, and WEBLOGO output results
suggests that the Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10835 encodes pyridoxal phosphatebinding protein, which is similar in compared organisms.
Each of the protein localization tests were conducted with the purpose of predicting the
function of the protein and localizing the encoded protein, signal peptides, and transmembrane
helices. The first test, SignalP, identified no presence of signal peptides in the protein sequence.
The predicted likelihood of the protein being classified as a protein type other than a signal
peptide was the highest probability. Therefore, this result supports the idea that this protein does
not require a signal peptide to attach to the membrane. The second test, LipoP, predicted the
highest scoring class out of the four protein class types was cytoplasmic. There were no
prediction outputs regarding the remaining three classes which further supports the data of the
protein sequence lacking a signal peptide, lipoprotein signal peptide, or n-terminal
transmembrane helix. Output results generated from TMHMM, Phobius, and PSORTb proposed
the protein to be localized in various regions. TMHMM predicted the highest probability of
location to be extracellular. This was not entirely supported by the Phobius result. Phobius
predicted the location of the protein to primarily be non-cytoplasmic, which supports TMHMM
results. However, there were equal probabilities for the protein to be localized in the cytoplasm
as the probability for both locations had similar values with little deviation. PSORTb generated a
result which predicted the cytoplasm as the highest probability. This prediction was given an
extremely high localization score of 9.97, which supports the second highest probability Phobius
result of the protein localized in the cytoplasm. This finding was further supported by the BOMP
test results whereby the predicted the number of integral β-barrel outer membrane proteins was
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zero. Therefore, this encoded protein has a low probability of being a transmembrane protein or
localized outside of the cell.

BMW92_RS10840
The fourth hypothetical protein coding gene of Coxiella burnetii that was examined was
gene BMW92_RS10840. This gene was researched and predicted to encode
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK). This enzyme catalyzes the phosphorylation and
decarboxylation of oxaloacetate (OAA) to form phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) using guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) (Matte et al. 1997). PEPCK is a critical enzyme for gluconeogenesis that
catalyzes the first committed step in the diversion of tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates
toward gluconeogenesis (Matte et al. 1997). Through a two-step process, oxaloacetate is first
decarboxylated to yield pyruvate enolate anion intermediate. The second step involves the
transfer of phosphoryl group from a GTP molecule to the intermediate molecule, which
ultimately yields phosphoenolpyruvate (Matte et al. 1997). Regulation of the PEPCK enzyme is
under control of divalent metal ions, which are necessary for the active functioning of the
enzyme. This requirement for divalent metal ions can be met by magnesium, manganese, or
calcium (Goldie and Sanwal 1980). Studies have suggested that organisms can interchangeably
use ATP to donate the phosphoryl group needed to form PEP; however, strong evidence suggest
that bacterial PEPCKs are monomeric which categorizes the enzymes as GTP-dependent (Goldie
and Sanwal 1980). Furthermore, PEPCK has a unique mononucleotide-binding fold which
allows for a sterically strained high-energy conformation that is capable of lowering energy of
activation for phosphoryl transfer (Delbaere et al. 2004). In specific eukaryotes, PEPCK can be
used in glycolytic pathways; whereas in mammals, the enzyme is critical for carbohydrate
metabolism (Matte et al. 1997). In bacterial cells, the enzyme functions in the gluconeogenetic
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direction which is common to almost all organisms. Thus, the selected gene could code for such
an important enzyme that is absolutely necessary for many organisms.
The sequence alignments generated from BLASTp resulted in 10 outputs with high
sequence similarity and level of conservation between the amino acid sequences of Coxiella
burnetii, Coxiella mudrowiae, Rhipicephalus microplus, Legionellales bacterium, Aquicella
lusitana, Coxiellaceae bacterium, Pseudospirillum japonicum, Aquicella siphonis, Rickettsiella
isopodorum, Rickettsiella viridis, Modicisalibacter wilcox. Each of the organisms, with
respective genomes aligned with the BMW92_RS10840 gene from C. burnetii, were annotated
to code for the same enzyme, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase. The regions of local
similarity and agreement between each of the BLASTp output results support the prediction of
the protein function of this specific gene.
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) generated output results of the highest matched
domain of protein to the selected gene of interest. The primary domain of this protein, projected
from the top domain match when compared to the query sequence, was pyridoxal phosphatebinding protein which is part of the PEPCK-HprK superfamily. This output result emphasizes the
sequence alignments, similarity, and proposed protein function examined earlier between the
compared bacterial sequences.
The multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE gave visual representation of the high degree of conservation of this protein-coding
sequence among similar bacterial organisms. These results further the proposition of the protein
encoded and function of the protein as each of the organisms’ sequences aligned and compared
had e-values less than e-5. This similarity is visible from the results generated via MUSCLE and
T-COFFEE, displaying minimal discrepancies between each of the organisms. WEBLOGO
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provided a graphical representation of the level of conservation of each amino acid residue
compared to the query sequence of the selected gene. The graphical representation displays high
conservation of amino acids throughout a majority of the entire sequence. The highest level of
conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from positions 190-446. The
lowest level of conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms was from positions 117; which displayed minimal or no amino acids conserved. This suggest that the amino acids
from position 18-531 are conserved and involved with coding the protein. The minimal amounts
of variation displayed from BLASTp, MUSLCE, T-COFFEE, and WEBLOGO output results
suggests that the Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10840 encodes phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase, which is similar in compared organisms.
These results support the predicted function of the protein and further emphasizes the
necessity of this gene for the organism. This enzyme is critical for the obligate intracellular
bacterium, C. burnetii, to live (Chiba et al. 2015). PEPCK can be viewed as a cataplerotic
enzyme as it has an important role of removing and recycling anions produced from the citric
acid cycle to generate energy (Yang et al. 2009). Once OAA is converted to PEP, each
subsequent product has a unique fate that allows for energy to be replenished or maintain
necessary intracellular processes (Yang et al. 2009). The PEPCK enzyme serves a pivotal role of
regulating carbon flow central metabolism, whether eukaryotic or prokaryotic (Chiba et al.
2015). Thus, the results lead to the idea that genes that aid such integral processes of the cell
remain highly conserved and passed onto progeny. This further supports the prediction that this
gene codes for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, an enzyme necessary for organism living.
Each of the protein localization tests were conducted with the purpose of predicting the
function of the protein and localizing the encoded protein, signal peptides, and transmembrane
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helices. The first test, SignalP, identified no presence of signal peptides in the protein sequence.
The predicted likelihood of the protein being classified as a protein type other than a signal
peptide was the highest probability. Therefore, this result supports the idea that this protein does
not require a signal peptide to attach to the membrane. The second test, LipoP, predicted the
highest scoring class out of the four protein class types was cytoplasmic. There were no
prediction outputs regarding the remaining three classes which further supports the data of the
protein sequence lacking a signal peptide, lipoprotein signal peptide, or n-terminal
transmembrane helix. Output results generated from TMHMM, Phobius, and PSORTb proposed
the protein to be localized in various regions. TMHMM predicted the highest probability of
location to be extracellular. This was entirely supported by the Phobius result. Phobius predicted
the location of the protein to primarily be non-cytoplasmic, which supports TMHMM results.
PSORTb generated a result which predicted the cytoplasm as the highest probability. This
prediction was given an extremely high localization score of 9.26, which is contradictory to both
TMHMM and Phobius results. The BOMP test predicted the number of integral β-barrel outer
membrane proteins as zero. This result is contradictory to each of the results that predicted the
protein to be localized extracellularly with high significance. Therefore, this encoded protein has
a low probability of being a signal protein or localized inside of the cell.

BMW92_RS10855
The fifth hypothetical protein coding gene of Coxiella burnetii that was examined was
gene BMW92_RS10855. This gene was researched and predicted to encode aspartate
carbamoyltransferase (ATCase). This enzyme catalyzes the first step in the biosynthesis of
pyrimidine nucleotides (Patel et al. 2020). The enzymatic reaction occurs between carbamoyl
phosphate and aspartate to form carbamoyl aspartate (Lehninger et al. 2013). ATCase has a
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unique structure that allows it to act as an allosteric enzyme (Macol et al. 2001). Despite ATCase
being ubiquitous and catalyzing the same reaction across many organisms, the enzyme remains
polymorphic which allows for different oligomeric structures, compositions, and regulatory
properties across diverse organisms (Patel et al. 2020). The composition of this enzyme consists
of 12 polypeptide chains organized into six catalytic and six regulatory subunits (Lehninger et al.
2013). With such a unique structure, ATCase is capable of using its own regulatory subunits as
either positive or negative regulators (Lehninger et al. 2013). This function of regulation is
critical for all organisms. Any discrepancies in regulation of could result in upregulation or
downregulation of nucleotides (Kantrowitz et al. 1988). Organisms must have their cells undergo
RNA transcription and DNA replication to maintain homeostasis and survive. Both of these
processes require ATCase which aids in the biosynthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides, the
fundamental organic compound used for these absolutely necessary cellular processes.
Pyrimidines are integral for forming hydrogen bonds with their complementary purines; thus, an
absence of ATCase would result in a lack of nucleotide synthesis (Lehninger et al. 2013).
Therefore, the selected gene could code for such an important enzyme that is absolutely
necessary for all organisms.
The sequence alignments generated from BLASTp resulted in 10 outputs with high
sequence similarity and level of conservation between the amino acid sequences of Coxiella
burnetii, Coxiella mudrowiae, Thiotrichales bacterium, Leucothrix arctica, Alteromonadaceae
bacterium, Hydrocarboniclastica marina, Gammaproteobacteria bacterium, Oceanococcus
atlanticus, Hahellaceae bacterium, Pseudolysobacter antarcticus, Pseudomonas sabulinigri.
Each of the organisms, with respective genomes aligned with the BMW92_RS10855 gene from
C. burnetii, were annotated to code for the same enzyme, aspartate carbamoyltransferase. The
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regions of local similarity and agreement between each of the BLASTp output results support the
prediction of the protein function of this specific gene.
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) generated output results of the highest matched
domain of protein to the selected gene of interest. The primary domain of this protein, projected
from the top domain match when compared to the query sequence, was aspartate
carbamoyltransferase. This output result emphasizes the sequence alignments, similarity, and
proposed protein function examined earlier between the compared bacterial sequences.
The multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees generated via MUSCLE and TCOFFEE gave visual representation of the high degree of conservation of this protein-coding
sequence among similar bacterial organisms. These results further the proposition of the protein
encoded and function of the protein as each of the organisms’ sequences aligned and compared
had e-values less than e-5. This similarity is visible from the results generated via MUSCLE and
T-COFFEE, displaying minimal discrepancies between each of the organisms. WEBLOGO
provided a graphical representation of the level of conservation of each amino acid residue
compared to the query sequence of the selected gene. The graphical representation displays high
conservation of amino acids throughout a majority of the entire sequence. The highest levels of
conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms were from positions 60-126 and 147215. The lowest levels of conservation of amino acid residues amongst all organisms were from
positions 1-9 and 355-339; which displayed no amino acids conserved. This suggest that the
amino acids from position 10-334 are conserved and involved with coding the protein. The
minimal amounts of variation displayed from BLASTp, MUSLCE, T-COFFEE, and WEBLOGO
output results suggests that the Coxiella burnetii gene BMW92_RS10855 encodes aspartate
carbamoyltransferase, which is similar in compared organisms.
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These results support the predicted function of the protein and further emphasizes the
necessity of this gene for the organism. This enzyme is critical for the transcription and DNA
replication in C. burnetii (Lehninger et al. 2013). The pyrimidines are vital constituents
necessary for all living organisms. These molecules serve as the chemical molecules for
transmission of genetic traits while also serving as sources of energy in the form of ATP,
signaling molecules, and secondary messengers (Khedkar et al. 2016). Thus, the results lead to
the idea that genes produce an enzyme necessary for such integral processes of the cell remain
highly conserved and passed onto progeny. This further supports the prediction that this gene
codes for aspartate carbamoyltransferase.
Each of the protein localization tests were conducted with the purpose of predicting the
function of the protein and localizing the encoded protein, signal peptides, and transmembrane
helices. The first test, SignalP, identified no presence of signal peptides in the protein sequence.
The predicted likelihood of the protein being classified as a protein type other than a signal
peptide was the highest probability. Therefore, this result supports the idea that this protein does
not require a signal peptide to attach to the membrane. The second test, LipoP, predicted the
highest scoring class out of the four protein class types was cytoplasmic. There were no
prediction outputs regarding the remaining three classes which further supports the data of the
protein sequence lacking a signal peptide, lipoprotein signal peptide, or n-terminal
transmembrane helix. Output results generated from TMHMM, Phobius, and PSORTb proposed
the protein to be localized in various regions. TMHMM predicted the highest probability of
location to be extracellular. This was entirely supported by the Phobius result. Phobius predicted
the location of the protein to primarily be non-cytoplasmic. Both TMHMM and Phobius results
had significantly high probability and prediction scores of the protein localized extracellularly.
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PSORTb generated a result which predicted the cytoplasm as the highest probability. This
prediction was given an extremely high localization score of 9.97, which is contradictory to both
TMHMM and Phobius results. The BOMP test predicted the number of integral β-barrel outer
membrane proteins as zero. This result is contradictory to each of the results that predicted the
protein to be localized extracellularly with high significance. Therefore, this encoded protein has
a low probability of being a signal protein or localized inside of the cell.

Summary
Each of the five-hypothetical protein-coding genes selected from Coxiella burnetii were
analyzed using various biochemical programs and tools that tested for sequence similarity and
protein localization. The first gene, BMW92_RS10760, is projected to code for
uroporphyrinogen-III synthase with no signal peptide present. The second gene,
BMW92_RS10830, is projected to code for pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase with no signal
peptide present. The third gene, BMW92_RS10835, is projected to code for pyridoxal
phosphate-binding protein with no signal peptide present. The fourth gene, BMW92_RS10840,
is projected to code for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase with no signal peptide present. The
fifth gene, BMW92_RS10855, is projected to code for aspartate carbamoyltransferase with no
signal peptide present. The limitations of this research include the accessibility to a limited
number of internet programs and databases to test amino acid and protein sequences. Limitations
regarding funding, time, and accessibility to open laboratory facilities led to hypothetically
proposed conclusions generated from these sources. Additional laboratory testing involving
biochemical tools and methods will be necessary to confirm each projected result. Potential
directions of future research include transformation of each selected gene into well-characterized
and understood bacteria followed by biochemical testing; or cell lines, with selected genes,
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undergoing gene-knockout testing with biochemical analysis for attributed function. Proposed
functions may be validated and tested using gene mapping techniques, comparative genomics,
and biochemical analysis. Further testing may additionally include structure-based methods,
sequence-based methods, and active sight computational programs (Mills et al. 2015).
Furthermore, the use of oligonucleotide microarrays, mass spectrometry, and two-dimensional
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis may determine mRNA, protein, and gene expression that
allows for comparative analysis and determination of protein function (Chen et al. 2002). Further
laboratory testing must be conducted to confirm the predicted functions of the five-hypothetical
protein-coding genes of Coxiella burnetii that were analyzed in this research.
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